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needs to be set in its historical context. That context is one of tremendous change in all aspects of librarianship and especially in the processingof library materials. It would be wearisome here to reiterate all
the factors-economic, technical, and professional-which have influenced and changed the face of librarianship in the past dozen or so
years. They are well known to librarians, and they have been greater
in number and degree than at any c,omparable period. One of the
tasks of those responsible for AACR 2 was to respond to these changes
and to ensure that the cataloguing rules remained, if not uP to date,

with cataloguing, not only in the "Anglo-American-Canadian" community, but also throughout the English-speaking world and beyond.
The aims of the second edition were set out at an early stage by the
Joint Steering Committee for the Revision of AACR (hereafter referred to as JSC.)2 In summary these aims were (in order of increasing complexity of achievement):
to incorporate already agreed revisions to AACR l;
to harmonize the British and North American texts of AACR l;
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to incorporate international standards and international agreements;
to take developments in library automation into account; and
to incorporate changes arising from proposals for change coming
from any source.
The first and second aims were largely editorial in nature, though
the task of producing a true joint text involved not just agreements on
wording and style but also agreements on those rules that were different in substance between the two editions. That this task, which
had proved to be beyond the powers of one hundred years of British
and North American cataloguing committees, was so easily accomplished is a tribute not just to the endeavours of our contemporary
committees but also to the pressures for standardization exerted by
the realities of international cooperation and modern bibliographic
economics.
The third aim centered upon two major developments since 1967,
the International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) programme and Eva Verona's outstanding work on corporate bodies in
cataloguing.3Other less important considerations, such as IFLA's revision of l,Jamesof Personsa and the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) activities in connection with romanization and
other standards, had to be taken into account.
The fourth aim cannot, in all frankness, be said to have been fully
achieved. Important conceptual restructurings, which I will detail later, undoubtedly sprang from new modes of thought about cataloguing precipitated by advances in automation. The already established
tendencies toward consistency in bibliographic description and elimination of insignificant data from headings have been taken further in
AACR 2. These, of course, have great importance in machine-readable
bibliographic records and in the manipulation and use of those records. There are, however, a number of questions posed by automation
that remain unanswered by AACR 2. The fault does not lie wholly, or
even for the most part, with those responsible for AACR 2. It lies in
the fact that all the returns are not yer in on bibliographic records in
machine systems.The MARC record remains an automated version of
a manual catalogue entry. No recognizably new form of record has
been established nationally or internationally. The crucial questions of
"levels of information" in bibliographic records and of the nature of
authority file records in machine sysrems have only been raised; they
have come nowhere near to being resolved. In short, AACR 2 could
not take the effects of library automarion fully into account because
those effects have yet to be completely assessedand understood. This
is not to say that AACR 2 should have been delayed for some years.
Many matters as important, if not more important, than those arising
from automation were crying out to be resolved. Further, the rapid
increase in the size of machine-readable data bases means that necessary changes in the content of catalogue records must be undertaken
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sooner rather than later in order to prevent the necessityto alter millions of records in the future.
The fifth aim proved to be the most difficult to achieve because of
the large number of proposals that came to the national committees
and the national libraries. These proposals concerned major and
minor matters and came from individuals, libraries of all sizes, and
many organizations both within and without Canada, the United

AACR 2. Every change between AACR I and AACR 2 has the mandare
not only of the cataloguing commirtees but also of the individuals
and/or libraries from whence the original proposal came.
The Structure of AACR 2
Almost the first matter considered by JSC was rhe question of the
structure of AACR 2. ln AACR I the division of the rules into three
parts that were not mutually exclusive (Entry and Heading, Description, Non-Book Materials) created problems fbr cataloguers concerned
with the increasing number of nonbook materials. Other matters relatlng to organization about which quesrions had been raised included:
t h e i n c l u s i o n o f a d i s c u s s i o no n c o r p o r a t e " a u t h o r s h i p " i n t h e s e c t i o n
on mixed authorship; an extended discussion of conference headings
in the chapter on the form of corporate headings; the inequitable
treatment of description between books and nonbooks; the splitting of
rules on uniform titles, particularly between chapters 5 and 13. It is
hoped that a more logical strucrure in AACR 2 will result in greater
easeof use and the elimination of inconsistency.
AACR 2 is divided into two parts. The firsr parr deals with bibliographic description; the second part deals with the choice and form of
accesspoints (headings). This basic division resuks from one of the
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and its consequent added entries and then make the description. That
description was modified in light of the decisions made on headings
(see,for example, the rules in both codes on statements of authorship
and imprint). This produced an entry that was adapted to card or
book catalogues based on the main entry principle but was largely unsuited to any newer forms and completely unsuited to developed
machine-readable records with their multiplicity of uses. The overall
structure ctf AACR 2 is designed to recognize the multiple-use biblio-

which the physical object is a manifestation. The conceptual difference
between descriptive (object-based) data and work-based accesspoints is
maintained by the structure of AACR 2, as is the practical advantage
of dealing with object-based and work-based data separately and in
that ordei. Within each part, the order of chapters and the order of
rules within chapters also follow logical patterns, which are detailed
below. In addition to the two major parts of AACR 2, there are introductions to each part and a general introduction and also appendices.
These introductions and appendices (detailed below) are numbered in
sequence with the rules in the major parts and have the same force in
application.
Part l. Bibliographic Desmiption

treatment in AACR 2. An earlier decision had reaffirmed JSC's commitment to ISBD(M). The effect of these two decisions, though not

nary edition.8 It was, therefore, in the interests of both parties (lSC
and IFLA) that a common framework be achieved. Moreover, such an
agreed procedure would be in line with JSC's policy of working with
international bodies toward international agreements. The idea of the
ISBD(G) came from JSC, as did the first outline of that framework
(which included all the major innovations in the first version), and the
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major part of all the work on the framework and the annotations that

The areas (major parts) of the ISBD(G) are:
Title and statement of responsibility
Edition
Material (or type of publication) specific details
P u b l i c a t i o n ,d i s t r i b u t i o n , e t c .
Physical description
Series
Notes
Standard number and terms of availability
ln AACR 2 each of these areas (and each of the elements within
them) is defined and described either in detail or in general terms in
chapter l-t-he general chapter on bibliographic deicription. Those
elements such as place of publication and editi,cn stateme.rt, which can
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terial, it is dealt with in detail in the specific chapter. In some casesa
rule consists of a reference to the general rule to cover the "normal"
case and a specific instruction and examples relating to a particular
problem of the type of material.
Chapters 2-10, which deal with specific types of materials, are followed by chapters of partial generality dealing with:
Microforms
Serials
Analysis

chapter I I
chapter l2
chapter 13

The rules in these chapters modify the provisions of the preceding
chapters in some instances and are used in conjunction with those
rules in other instances. Microforms may be original in nature, in
which case chapter I I is used with chapter l, or may be copies of
other materials, in which case the provisions of relevant chapters (e.e.,

description. Each of these methods is described and exemplified in
chapter 13.
The rules in part I of AACR 2 deal with print and nonprint materials on an equal basis. Descriptions for nonprint materials are not
formulated as if a particular item were a deformed book but in terms
of the particular material within the context of a neutral and compreISBD(G). As such, the rules in part I reprehensive framework-the
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the rules in part I give as much detail as is necessaryf<rr each type of
material. Thus, the concept of equality of treatment has led not just to
a philosophical fairness but also to a practical application, which
should satisfy the general cataloguer and the specialist cataloguer
alike. The rules are not detailed enough for the archival cataloguer in
any field, but they are not intended to be. They are intended to furnish a useful description capable of being integrated into a catalogue
listing publications of various kinds and to allow the systematicrecording of all descriptive details other than the very specialized.
Knowing that different kinds of libraries require different degrees
of detail in their catalogue entries, Cutter wisely provided instructions
on short, medium, and long descriptions in his cataloguing rules.r0
This idea has been revived in AACR 2. The rules contain a prescribed
set of descriptive data for each of three levels of detail. (See appendix
for outlines of these levels). The first, corresponding to Cutter's short
entry, gives the minimum information necessary to identify an item
and :rlso a minimal physical description. The second, which may be
regarded as a standard description, gives all the data necessary{br descriptions of "mainstream" items in medium to large libraries. The
third, corresponding to Cutter's lone entry, gives all the information
that can be fitted into the standard framework and covers every descriptive element found in the rules. The first and second levels are
presented as a minimum, that is, when a particular item warrants
more detail, that detail can be added, even if one is describing at the
first or second level. The importance of the resuscitation of this old
idea lies in the fact that networks and other cooperatives concerned
with the exchange of bibliographic information can ask their members
to adhere to standards without thereby being forced to ask fbr an impossibly high standard (i.e., all the descriptive information that a code
can furnish) or being forced to devise a "minimum standard" of their
own. It is conceivable that post-AACR 2 networks could ask all contributors to give at least the descriptive data required by the first level.
This would ensure that all records contained within one data base
would have a common core of descriptive data. It would also ensure
that those records would be compatible in respect of their descriptive
data with all other standard records, no matter when they are produced.
The rules in each chapter of part I are divided into:
0. Preliminary rules
l. Titles and statement of responsibility
2. Edition
3. Material (or type of publication) specific details
4. Publication, distribution, etc.
5. Physical description
6. Series
7. Notes
8. Standard number and terms of availability
Volurne22, Number 3, Summer 1978
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9. Supplementary items
10. Items made up of several types of material
I l. Facsimiles,photocopies, and other reproductions
As can be seen, ihe bulk of the rules in the descriptive chapters are

than one method for dealing with a problem, recognizing that different contexts call for different solutions and that the task of a code
of rules is not to create a Procrustean bed into which individual items

photocopy is described as such, with details of the original given in
hotes. The general rules outlined in this paragraph are given in detail
in chapter l-, and most of the other chapters simply refer to that chapter.

chapters.
specific
Among fhe noteworthy innovations or developments in part I
brought about by the ISBD(G) are

.
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l. The idea of parallelism found in the parallel title has been extended to the treatment of parallel information of all kinds in the
title and statement of responsibility area, the edition area, and the
series area. In general, the rules tend toward grouping of information in one language.
2. The second element in the title and statement of responsibility
area is called "general material designation." This optional element (for a discussion of options in AACR 2, see below) represents the only instance in AACR 2 where divergent practices are
recommended for British and North American users. The rule
provides two lists.of general. material designations, reflecting the
present variation in practice between North America (specific designations such as "globe") and Great Britain (generic designations
such as "cartographic material").
3. The "statements of authorship" found in AACR I and its revisions have been replaced by "statements of responsibility." The
new term implies less than the old term and also fits in better
with the reality of such statements found on many nonprint
ltems.
4. The edition area contains an element called "subsequent edition
statement," which provides for the systematic recording of data
relating to a revision of an edition as found in such statements as
"second edition, reprinted with revisions."
5. The third area of the description is the "material (or type of publication) specific area." This area is only used in AACR 2 for
cartographic materials and for serial items. The notion of an area
that would contain information peculiar to a particular type of library material, which could not be fitted into the other areas,
comes from the ISBD(G). In AACR 2 this area is used to contain
mathematical data (scale, projection, etc.) relating to cartographic
materials and volume, chronological, and other data relating to
serial publications. For descriptions relating to other materials,
this area is simply omitted.
6. A systematic method of treating distributors and other issuing
agents is given in the publication, distribution, etc., area. The
treatment of these persons or bodies is the same as that of publishers except that a designation, e.g., "[distributor]," may be
added to make the total statement clearer.
7. The first element of the physical description is named the "extent
of item (including specific material designation)." The name arises
from the way in which the physical description has been generalized. The physical description for any item begins with an indication of the number of parts of the item and (in most cases)the
name of the specific class of material to which it belongs. For
those materials that have a playing time, the duration also forms
part of this element.
8. The series area has been remodeled to parallel the title and
Volume22, Nurnber 3, Summer 1978
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statement of responsibility area. Thus provision is made for the
cases in which parallel series titles and other like information for
series need to be recorded. The order and punctuation of the
elements of the series also follow the title and statement of responsibility. When recording a statement of responsibility for a
series, it is given as, for example, "Research monographs / Institute of Economic Affairs." Instructions on the recording of subseries are fuller and clearer than those given in AACR l.
Part I of AACR 2 presents a logical and integrated approach to bibliographic description in catalogue entries. The access points to be
added to those descriptions are dealt with in part 2.
Part 2. Acces.sPoints
An important question that occurred early in the revision process
related to the validity of the "main entry" concept. The proponents of
retaining the main entry as a keystone of AACR 2 pointed to its central importance in conventional cataloguing theory, its entrenched position in all great catalogues, and its practical utility in printed book
catalogues,in shelflisting, and in single-entry listings. The proponents
of abolishing the main entry from AACR 2 argued that main entries
arose from the technical limitations of catalogues based on premachine technology and that our present technology permits a
number of equal accesspoints. This argument leads to the omission of
rules on choice of entries and concentration on the rules for the formulation of accesspoints. In a developed machine system, there is no
doubt that the main entry ceases to exist as such. The balance of the
argument in JSC was with retaining the main entry and, hence, an
opening chapter (chapter 2l) on the choice of main and added entries. There is a caueat in the general introduction to AACR 2, which
states that when a catalogue is not based on the main entry principle,
the rules in the choice of entry chapter can be used as guidance as to
which entries are made in a given case. In effect, each set of instructions reading "make main entry under . . ." and "make added entries
under . . ." could be read as "make entries under . . . ." It seems unlikely that the dominance of the main entry will survive into future
machine-system-based codes of cataloguing rules.
The first chapter in part 2 is chapter 2l, "Choice of Access Points."
One of the major flaws in chapter I of AACR I lies in its unorganized
treatment of "corporate authorship." Rule I states, "Enter a
work. . . by one author under the person or corporate body that is
the author . . . ." A footnote gives some guidance on what a "corporate
author" is, and there is a more extended discussion of the topic in
rule l7 dealing with conflicts between a personal main entry and a
corporate main entry. The concept of corporate authorship remains
elusive, and its practical applications pose continual problems. Inspired by Verona's trenchant analysis of corporate responsibility,rt
JSC decided upon a radically different approach to corporate main

.
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entry. The approach is based on the idea that the traditional AngloAmerican notion that a corporate body can be an author in the same
way as a person is apparently unreasonable and has led to much inconsistency in application. Once the idea of the corporate nuthor is
abandoned, the whole face of the problem changes. One can then
look at the instances in which corporate main entry is useful and the
instances in which it is not, free from the restraint of an untenable
theory. The result of this reassessment is a division of the former
b a s i cr u l e o n s i n g l e m a i n e n t r y i n t o t w o . T h e f i r s t r u l e ( 2 l . l A ) , w h i c h
deals with personal authors, is essentiallya restatement of our present
position. The second rule (2 l.lB) prescribes corporate main entry for
the following kinds of publications issued by, or caused to be issued
by. a corporate body:
l administrative publications dealing with the body itself and its resources, e.g., catalogues,rules, mcmbership lists;
2. certain legal publications, e.g., laws, treaties;
3. publications that contain the corporate thought of the body as a
w h o l e , e . g . , r e p o r t s o f c o m m i t t e e s ,c o m m i s s i o n s ;
4. reports of conferences, expeditions, exhibitions, etc.; and
5. certain motion pictures and sound recordings that are the result
of the work of a performing group.
Thus, the nebulous notion of corporate authorship has been replaced
by a rigorous operational definition of corporate responsibility and by
a rule that, in dealing with well-defined instances, is easier to apply.
This rule will undoubtedly cut down on the number of corporate
main entries, resulting in a corresponding increase in the number of
personal author and title main entries and an increase in the number
of corporate added entries.
It is now recognized that the placing of the rule for serial publications among those relating to bibliographic conditions represents an
inconsistency. Seriality is a publication pattern, not a bibliographic
condition. As a result, the treatment of serials in rule 6 in AACR I
does not fit the pattern of the treatment of other materials. After examining this inconsistency,JSC concluded that a separate rule on serials was unnecessary. A serial can be the result of a single personal
authorship, or it may fall into one of the categories named abbve and
hence be entered under a corporate heading, or it may be entered
under title because it falls outside personal authorship or corporate
responsibility. Because there is no special rule on main entry for serials, no inconsistency of treatment arises in such borderline cases as
monographic series and quasi-serial publications that change their authorship.
Chapter 2l presents an integrated approach to all library naterials
as opposed to the book-oriented rules in chapter I of AACR l. The
examples reflect this difference in orientation, as do the rules in the
chapter dealing with the special problems on entry posed by different
materials such as artworks (rules 21.16-21.17) and music (rules
Volurne22, Number ), Summer 1978
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21.18-2 1.22). One of the most successfulexamples of this approach is
the rule on entry for sound recordings (21.23), which deals with such
cases as a sound recording containinp; works by a single author or
composer performed by one person or one group (main entry under
author or iomposer) and a sound recordinp; containing works by more
than one author or composer performed by one person or one group

fered by the publication itself (as is the case with "ghosted" works) or
on the nature of the publication (as is the case with etchings, etc.,
based on paintings). The section on mixed responsibility in AACR 2
reflects this division and deals with these types separately. Though the

show more clearly than any other section of' part 2 the attempt to
cover all types of library materials.
As in AACR l, the rules for added entries are contained in the
chapter on accesspoints. There are no major changes in these rules.
Chapter I of AACR I contained rules on legal and religious materials that were in clear violation of several principles upon which
AACR I was based: they prescribed main entry under bodies other
than the chief "author" of the work; in some instances they prescribed
subject entries; they dealt with the fbrm of headings in the choice of
entry chapter; and they prescribed nonauthor elements (i.e., form
subheadings) as parts of "author" entries. This last anomaly has been
done away with in AACR 2. Form subheadings, such as "Laus, statutes,
etc." and "Liturgy and ritual," are no longer part of the heading'
They have been replaced by uniform titles (dealt with in chapter 25),
which in scrme casei are true uniform titles and in other cases are basically collective uniform titles. An example of the first is the prescription fbr uniform titles for constitutions. These consist of the name of
the constitution in the vernacular, as in:
NORWAY
IGrundlov]
An example of the second is the prescription fbr uniform titles for
treaties entered under a government heading. These consist of the
phrase "Treaties, etc." followed by the name of the other party to a
bilateral treaty and the date of signing, as in
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UNITED STATES
[Treaties, etc. Denmark, 1970 Mar. 6]
It is evident that these new rules will lead to a great increase in the
number of entries made under the name of a government without
qualification. As such works as laws and treaties may reasonably be
considered to be the responsibility of the government as a whole, this
is a logical outcome. Also, such entries will file at the head of a government file, preceding all the entries for parts of governments.
Though the fbrm subheadings have been abolished, other apparent
inconsistenciesremain. For example, laws emanating from one jurisdiction but applying to another are entered under the latter, and
liturgical works are entered (in some instances) under the religious
body using them rather than the body from which they emanated.
The retention of these practices stems from the abolition of the idea
of corporate "authorship." If one abandons that idea, then the practical view that, say, the Commonwealth of Australia Act (an act of the
United Kingdom Parliament) is more likely to be sought under "Australia" (the country of which it is the constitution) becomes
paramount.
Chapter 22 deals with forms of names for persons. It contains some
differences as compared with chapter 2 of AACR l. The most striking
of these is organizational. There are two problems in formulating personal name accesspoints. The first is choosing the name, the second is
choosing the entry element of the name. Thus one chooses the name
"Queen Elizabeth II" (rather than "Elizabeth Windsor" or "Princess
Elizabeth") and then one selects"Elizabeth" as the entry element. This
distinction was not made in AACR I but is made in AACR 2. Chapter
22 opens with instructions on the choice of name to use as the basis
for a heading and then gives instructions on which part of that name
to use as entry element, providing a logicality of structure that should
make the rules much easier to understand and to learn.
In AACR l, the general instruction to use the form of name by
which a person is commonly identified was bent and, in some cases,
shattered by the provisions of rule 43, which dealt with fullness of
name. This rule led to the establishment of headings that not only
were not the names by which a person was commonly identified (e.9.,
Lawrence, David Herbert) but also were difficult to find in large files
because they filed in places other than those in which they were
sought. In AACR 2 the form of name by which a person is identified
is used whether it includes initials or not ("Eliot, T. S.") or even if it
consists of initials ("H. D."). If conflict occurs, the full form of the
part of the name represented by or containing initials is added, as in:
Lawrence, D. H. (David Herbert)
Lawrence, D. H. (David Horace)
l,awrence, David H. (David Henry)
H. D. (Hilda Doolirrle)
Volume22. Number 3. Summer 1978
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In this way, the form of'the name by which the person is identified is
preserved, and it files in a sought place even though necessarydistinctions are made.
Another interesting applicati<ln of the principle of using rhe name
by which a person is identified lies in the trearment of noblemen and
noblew<rmen and persons possessinetitles of honour. ln AACR 2 the
titles possessedby these people will be added to headings only if they
or a firrm of' them were commonly used by the person. Thus, the
heading for l-ord Byron will contain his title, but the heading for
Laur-enceOlivier will not; the heading for Sir Thomas Renton will be
"Renton, Sir Thomas," bur the heading for the incomparable P. G.
Wodehouse will be "Wodehouse, P. G." because his knighthood was
conf'erred upon him late in lif'e and he never used it in authorship.
The rule on pseudonyms (22.2C) recounizesthat a sinsle person
may have two or more separate bibliographic identities, :rnd that no
one name derived from one of those identities is appropriate as zl
gathering point for all the works by that person. Where a sinsle name
has come to be the name by which all that person's works are identified (as is the case with W. M. Thackeray, for example), it is used as
the headins for that person. Where no one name has emerged as the
dominant name (as is the case with l-ewis Carroll / Charles t,utwidge
Dodgson, for example), each name used in authorship is used as the
heading fbr works associatedwith that name. This represents :l radical
departure from previous practice, bur one that u'ill pose f'ew prulblems
for seekers of individual items (the majority of all Catalosue users) or
for seekers of the works by one bibliographic identity. In machine systems such separate identities can be easily and speedily related for the
catalogue user.
There is a new chapter in AACR 2 dealing with geographic names,
which fbllows the rules on personal names and precedes those on corporate names. These rules are essentiallya restatement of those in the
chapter on corporate names in AACR l, but their separate treatment
makes clear an important distinction, namely, that the formulation of
geographic names to be used as headings or as parrs of headings is a
separate problem from that of establishing corporate headings using
geographic names. The rules in chapter 23 provide a clear statement
of the methods used in making additions to geographic names that
are the same as, or similar to, other geographic names.
The rules on corporate names (chapter 24) have been extensively
reorganized as compared to the rules in chapter 3 of AACR l. The
most important difference is that all the rules on the formulation of
the basic part of a corporate name are given together and that they
precede all the rules on additions ro corporate names. Similarly, the
rules on the formulation of headings for subordinate corporate bodies
are grouped together. This reorganization, combined with the removal of the rules on geographic names to a separate chapter, should
make the structure of the rules in chapter 24 of AACR 2 more logical
.
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and easier to follow and teach. The rules on g()vernment bodies
(24.17-24.23) and rhe rules on subordinate and related bodies
predeiZ+.\Z-Z+.I4) parallel each other more closely than-d-id,-their
t()
fi)rwas
of
intention
original
the
Indeed,
l.
in
AACR
cessots
JSC
mulate a single rule, based on the nature <lf the name and covering
both types oi'rronl.. This worked well for all nongovernment subordinate bodies and for m()st sovernment agencies but ultimately pr<lved
to be impossible because iertain types .f' government agencies (e.g.,
courts, aimed f<rrces,ministries) must be entered sub6rdinately n<rt
because<lf the nature of their names but because <>fthe nature of'the
body.
It should be noted that all qualifications ro geographic and. corporate names will be placed in parentheses, rather than sometimes in
parentheses and sometimes priceded by a comma' as in AACR l, tesulting in the headings
Loyola University (Chicago, Ill.)
Lima (Ohio)
The rules in chapter 24 prgvide examples ot the treiltment <lf the
names of bodies tuih ur .,rnf'er....r and ixhibitions (already adrnitted
a s c o r p o r a t e b < l d i e si n c h a p t e r 2 l ) , w h i c h w i l l h e l p i n t h e s o l u t i o n o f
this minor but difficult problem.
One striking aspect <f chapter 24 6ccurs n()t in the rules but in the
"(it'e:tt
examples, nameli, the substitution of "United Kingd<r.m-..firr
Britain" in the examples f6r that {Iovernment."United Kingdom" is,
of' course, the correit f.rm, as it"has been lbr many years, "Great
Britain" being merely the largest of the sr()uP of islands olf the coast
of Western E,.tt.rp. upon which the United Kin.t{-domis situated' In
the w<rrds .f' the'geniral intr,ducti.n t<>AACR 2, the example-sare
"illustrative, n<,t piescriptive," but use 9f the cgrrect filrm is always
pref'erable.
The chapter on unif<rrm titles (
clearly the integrated approach t<r
nant feature of this edition. It oper
lation of uniform titles of all kinds
for manuscripts, legal materials, I
special rules f<rr leeal and religious
rlmoual of form subheadingr'f.o* the prescriptions on the choice of
accesspoints. These rules produce uniform titles such as:
United Kingdom
[Laws, etc.]
(used for a collection of lrrus)
United Kingdom
[[,icensing acts]
(usedfor a .speciolcollection of laus)
United Kingdom
IField monuments act]
(u.sedfor a spectf'clau)
Volume22. Number J, Summer 1978
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Church of Ensland
IB<l<lkof common prayer]
Catholic Church
lMissal (Dominican)l
The rules on sacr-edscriptures, in the casesof some religions (chiefly
Iluddhism), have been revised as compared to AACR t. fhe rules on
the f<rrmulzrtionof unifcrrm titles fbr music are extensive and detailed,
closely lbllow recommendations f<rr revision made by music catalogugt',r.,p* in the three "author" countries, and present some chanles
11tl
Irom AACR l.

Ceneral Mntter.s

The rules are numbered in a diff'erent mzlnner than those in AACR
l. Each rule is preceded by the number of the chapter to which it bel<lngs.Thus rule 7.3 is a rule on the description of motion pictures,
and rule 26.2 is a rule on references. The majo. rules in each chapter
are desisnated by a number; the subdivisions of those rules are desig.
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nated first by a capital letter and then by another number. There are
no further subdivisions. An example of rule numbering is 26.41^1'
which is made up of :
Chapter on references
References {br uniform titles
Seereferences
D i f f e r e n t t i t l e s o r v a r i a t i o n so n
the title

26
26.4
26.44
26.4A1

where royal saints were assumed to be men, thus not providing f9r,
among oth..t, St. Margaret Queen of Scotland. Where necessary"he
or shJ' is used but, in general, the rules are so worded as to avoid

Americans and some terms that are strange to British cataloguers.
The examples in AACR 2 are considerably more numerous (especially in pu.t t; than those in AACR l. They are also more modern'
There *i, u .ottt.ious attempt to include more examples relating to
women and more examples relating to nonprint materials.
Conclusion

Panizzi, Cutter, and Lubetzky.
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APPENDIX
Levels of Description in AACR 2
Fir.stleael
Title proper / first statement of responsibility, if different from main entry heading in
form or number or if there is no main entry heading
Edition statement
Material (or type of publication) specific details
First publisher, etc., date of publication, etc
Extent of item
Note(s)
Standard number
Seeondleuel
Title proper [general material designation] : parallel title : other title information /
first statement of responsibility ; each subsequent statement of responsibility
Edition statement / first statement of responsibility relating to the edition
Material (or type of publication) specific details
First place of publication, etc. : first publisher, etc., dare of publication, etc.
Extent of item : other physical details ; dimensions
(Title proper of series / statement of responsibility relating to series, ISSN of series ;
numbering within the series. Title of subseries, ISSN of subseries ; numbering
within subseries).
Note(s).
Standard number.
Third leael
All elements that are applicable ro rhe item being described.
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Yeor'sWork in Cotologing
ond Clqssificotionz 1977
Paul D. Bnnnlsrono
Director. Central Technical Seraice.s
Uniuer.sityof Minnesota Library
M inneapolis, M innesota

tTtHE YEAR 1977 was a year of disquiet for those concerned with the
I future of the card catalog. The character of the disquiet is outlined in two institutes reported on during the year.
The Information Science and Automation Division (ISAD) of the
American Library Association (ALA) Institute on the Catalog, "The
Catalog in the Age of Technological Change," took place in New York
in April 1977: lt opened with a paper by Michael Gorman describing
the potential of the on-line computerized catalog. Seymour Lubetzky
expressed concern about the adoption of International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) and asserted that new technological developments may not be of great value if they mean abandoning sound
cataloging practices.John Byrum, chairman of the Catalog Code Revision Committee (CCRC), spoke on the second edition of the AngloAmerican Cataloguing Rules (AACR 2).
Phyllis Richmond spoke to the fact that the cycle of cataloging rule
revision needs to be broken and there needs to be serious research
into the way library catalogs are approached and used.
Ann Lipow discussedthe problems of the catalog user and suggested
that the computerized catalog can offer access to catalog records
through approaches not practical for the card catalog. Sanford Berman suggested that the catalog codes were designed by and for large
academic research libraries and do not meet the needs of the library
user. Jean Weihs spoke on problems posed by nonbook materials and
urged that librarians bring these materials into the mainstream of library collections.
Joseph Howard, director of the Processing Department, Library of
Congress (LC), closed the institute and reported that the primary
goals of LC during the next few years are the creation of an on-line
catalog and full-scale development of on-line subject heading and
name authority files. He stressed the cooperative nature of efforts
such as the National Union Catalog (NUC), CONversion of SERials
(CONSER), and COoperative MARC (COMARC).
Volume22, Number 3, Summer 1978
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The July 1977 issue of Library Quarterly presents papers of a conference held at the University of Chicago Graduate Library School on
"Contemporary Issues in Bibliographic Control." Fussler and Kocher
introduced the idea of a national resource pool containing a second
set of LC-National Program for Acquisition and Cataloging materials
(NPAC).'z They noted the need to establish suitable organizations for
coordinating bibliographic system design and development. Hickey
provided a brief historical perspective of bibliographic control in the
U.S., noting that American librarianship suffers from a multiplicity of
theories.3
Haas proposed a project involving LC and the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) to set up an organization for "the formation
and testing of methods for planning and assessingthe performance of
our bibliographic mechanisms."aHe hypothesized a bibliographic control system that should be useful in "unsystematic and unpredictable"
ways.
Wigington and Costakos presented a paper on the technological
foundations for bibliographic control systems,which provides a stateof-the-art report on information technology.5 TechnoloE;y and
standards for bibliographic control were :rddressed by Malinconico.G
He provided the historical presentation of the library catalog and
cataloging rules and the impact of technology on standards.
Svenonius and Schmierer discussed current issues in the subject
control of information.T They concluded by observing that there are
two types of change in subject control: change to improve control and
change to reduce cost of control. Further, the way to improve subject
control is to do more of it and loclk toward effective methods in
cooperative indexing and thesaurus projects. Avram discussedproduction, distribution, and use of bibliographic data.8 She pointed out that
we are moving to an era where bibliographic control must'be viewed
in the context of local, state, regional, national, and international networking systems,if we are going to share resources. There appears to
be a consensus that the national network will be a distributive system
with component parts linked by telecommunications. Distributed systems for libraries where the bibliographic files are composed of records originally cataloged and converted by many organizations highlight questions concerning: (l) cataloging rules or conventions required for national source records, (2) the location and makeup of the
authority file, (3) location of the national union catalog and register of
location data bases,and (4) the problems associatedwith the transmission of queries from one utility to another.
At the international level, three events were of special importance:
the International Federation of Library Associations' (IFLA) Fiftieth
Anniversary Congress, the IFLA/UNESCO International Conference
on National Bibliography, and a meeting of the representatives of the
British Library, the National Library of Australia, the National Library of Canada, and the Library of Conp;ress.
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The Fiftieth Anniversary Congress of IFLA met in Brussels, Belgium, in September 1977.e't0 At the first program meeting of the Section on Cataloguing, a preliminary report of the Working Group on
Corporate Names presented rules for the definiti<-rnand formulation
of corporate headings in general and jurisdictional (or geographic)
headings in particular. The working group will limit its work to the
form of headings.
A review of IFLA's ISBD program was presented by Dorothy Anderson, director of the International Office of Universal Bibliographic
Control (UBC), at the second meeting. In order to bring stability to
this program and facilitate the use ofISBD throughout the world, the
Standing Committee on Cataloguing has recommended that no
modifications be made to existins ISBDs for the next five years.
The section's third meeting was a review of ISBDs in progress.
Heinz Lanzke spoke on the extension of ISBD to printed music and
pointed out that the concept of "title page" is less established for
music publications and that additional information might be supplied
to make a more adequate description. In a discussion ofthe ISBD for
older materials, Richard A. Christophers pointed out that title pages
for books produced before 1800 frequently bear little resemblance to
those of modern books. Therefore, to frrllow the ISBD(G) prescription
for the breakdown of title page description may pose serious problems. Edith Bayle presented a paper on the "fineerprint" technique
for identifying older books and the problems in applying it. The
fingerprint for a book consists of sixteen characters (letters, numbers,
or punctuation) found on specified lines and pages.
Two meetings chaired by Eva Verona were held by the Standing
Committee on Cataloguing. Actions taken by the committee include the
decision to revise ISBD(M) in accordance with the new annotated version of ISBD(G). The committee also voted to recommend the establishment of a Round Table on Classification.Emphasis will be placed
on providing a forum to discuss problems of implementation of' such
systemsas the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) and the Library of
Congress Classification(LCC).
Following the meeting of the IFLA Congress, IFLA/UNESCO sponsored the International Congress on National Bibliography held in
Paris l2-15 September.rt Objectives of the congress were (l) to reach
agreement on minimum standards or acceptable practices for coverage, content, and form of national bibliographic records, considering
the requirements of international exchange; (2) to reach agreement
on acceptable guidelines for presentation, arrangement, and fre- .
quency of printed national tribliography; (3) to discuss and make proposals for the sharing of resources to assistcountries in achieving national bibliographic control using either manual or computerized
methods of producing national bibliography.
The third sessionof the congress was devoted to discussionsof the
bibliographic record. Uniform bibliographic record was stressed for
Volume22, Number 3, Summer1978
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descriptive elements as well as for name headings. Joel Downing, representing the Joint Steering Committee on the Revision of AACR
$SCAACR), provided a status report, noting that publication of AACR
2 is expected in autumn 1978. It is expected that there will be French,
Spanish, and Portuguese translations of AACR 2.
Dorothy Anderson, representing the IFLA Office for UBC, re-

acceptable international approach to subject identification was recognized, noting that a large number of national bibliographies already
used variations of DDC and UDC. Desirability of adopting the current
or latest edition for international exchange was cited. With regard to
bibliographic records for nonroman materials, it was accepted, as a
long-term policy, that such records be carried in the national bibliography
-At-the in their original language and/or script.
final sessionon the fourth dav. attention turned to the draft

and (10) UNESCO.
With regard to the International Serials Data System, Bourne recognizes the tenth anniversary of the International Standard Book
Number (ISBN) and compares that number to the International
Standard Serial Number (ISSN).12 Sleep reports on a study of ISSN
and makes recommendations concerning its assignment and use.r3 LC
Catalog Distribution Service has compiled a catalog of ISSNs and corresponding Key Titles that will be published by the Government Print-

tion of AACR 2 effective I January 1980. Machine-readable input of
the new titles, using AACR 2, should begin in late 1979, based on the
lead time required to prepare and process entries appearing in the
first 1980 issuances of printed and machine-readable catalog records'

.
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DDC l9 is scheduled to appear in late 1979. The four libraries felt
that adoption of DDC l9 should also be scheduled for I January
1980. Simultaneous adoption of AACR 2 and DDC l9 will provide better coordination of conversion efforts.
At the same meeting, there was discussion of international cataloging standards work with reference to growing concern over the lack of
satisfactory links between the development of international standards
and the national systems.rsThere has been special concern over the
handling of ISBDs. It was felt that the relation of IFLA and International Organization for Standardization (ISO) needs clarification, and
there is concern relating to the kind and quality of representation on
working groups for standards and the process for review of draft
standards.
The RTSD Committee on International Cataloging met in June and
invited several individuals having expert knowledge of procedures by
which international organizations develop cataloging policy.te In addition, the committee completed work on a statement of the criteria to
be apptied in the selection of ALA representatives to groups concerned with international cataloging policy. The committee also received a working paper dealing with alternative structures within ALA
for catalog code revisions.
A response to the concerns expressed by the national libraries was
made bv Dorothy Anderson, director of the IFLA UBC Office.20 She
outlined the development of working group procedures, pointing out
that no country can expect to be represented on every working group.
is not necessarily a representative of
A member of a working group
-prerumed
to be a specialist and will be in
his or her country but ls
contact with other specialisis.Circulation of working documents is designated by the chairman of the group. At least one working document
witt Ue made available to wider national circulation through national library groups and organizations for examination and comments. Anderson acknowledged some weakness of the system of working groups
in relation to ISBDs but felt that the pattern of small specialistgroups
has advantages.
As to the relationship of IFLA to ISO, IFLA is not an international
standards organization-but is closely involved in standardizing activity.
It has been aware that acceptance of its documents by ISO would have
advantages in some countries and, hence, the IFLA UBC Office has
pursued having ISBD(M) reviewed by ISO/TC46. It is not certain
whether the same procedure will be followed with the other ISBDs. A
possible alternative procedure will be considered in consultation with
the ISO/TC46 secretariat.
Just as ISO has a continuous revision process, so IFLA has accepted
itJresponsibility for supervising the ISBD program and its monitoring
and possible updating.
Malinconico remains concerned, asserting that "the United States as
well as other developed countries has a moral obligation to participate
Volumz 22, Number 3, Surnrner1978
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in the enhancement of bibliographic controls; simultaneously, it can
by no means hope to assume the burden of bibliographic control of
the world's literature collected by its libraries; but it should not accede
to these necessities at the expense of the quality of bibliographic control that has developed-"21 The United States litrrary community must
take an active part in proceedings of organizations such as IFLA
through its professional library association.
In Septemtrer 1976, the Council on Library Resources (CLR) celebrated its twentieth anniversary.22 Activities of CLR. have been of particular importance in the area of bitrliographic control. It has provided
t,C with $upport to develop MARC (machine-readable cataloging), assisted l,C on a project to convert bitrliographic records to MARC in
RECON (REtrospective CONversion project), addressed itself to the
Cataloging in Source Frogram (later to become Cataloging in Publication), supportrd the 196 I Paris International Conference on Cataloging Principles, funded projects and studies to help LC assume its position as a national bibliographic center, and provided support to
COMARC and CONSER, to systems such as OCLC, BALLOTS, the
University of Chicago Data Management System, and numerous networks, and to IFLA.
One of {FLA's most important activities has been the promotion of
international cataloging agr€ements.23 At a CLR-supported meeting of
cataloging specialists in Copenhap;en in 1969, a proposal was developed for the establishment of a permanent secretariat for the IFLA
Committee on Cataloguing and, in 197l, CLR awarded funds to IFLA
for the Cataloguing Committee secretariat. In 1973, the Cataloguing
Committee secretariat presented a long-term program for developing
a worldwide system for the exchange of bibliographic information
based on the concept of universal bibliographic control (UBC). In
1974, the IFLA Executive Board approved a plan to make UBC a
major goal of the Cataloguing'Committee secretariat and renamed it
IFLA International Office of Universal Bibliographic Control. Perhaps
the most significant area for UBC Office activity is the development of
standard formats for preparing bibliographic records.
The IFLA UBC Office is taking an active part in an international
bibliographic network study recommended and approved at a Paris
meeting of the national libraries in October 1975. A CRL grant of
$11,000 to LC enabled it to join with the national libraries of Australia, Canada, France, and Great Britain in funding the study. In the
fall of 1977, CLR awarded $150,000 to the IFLA UBC Office.2a Since
1974, CI-R has awarded the UBC Office $364,200.
A progress report on IFLA UBC activities notes the following items:
ISBD(G) General: the annotated text is currently being considered by
the editorial group of the ISBD(G) Working Group with publication
delayed but anticipated by tie end of 1977; ISBD(M) Monographic
Publication (1974, lst standard ed.) is in the initial stages of revision;
ISBD(NBM) Non-Book Materia'Ls:recommendations of the working

.
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group were published in July; ISBD(S) Serials: the first standard edition, a revision of the recommendations published in 1974, was published in July 1977; ISBD(CM) Cartographic Materials: final recommendations of the working group have been received by the IFLA
office and publication was expected in August; ISBD(OId Books):
working group to prepare ISBD for pre-1801 monographs was established early in 1977, and a first draft for discuss_ionb-y the- working
group was prepared; ISBD (Printed Music): a first draft has been
completed and submitted to the working group for comment.zt
The IFLA Gr:oup on Corporate Headings met in London in April
and drew up a list of recornmendations- The working group considers
that international standardization of the form and strueture of corporate headings is essential, along with the use of authority files, {br the
realization of the UBC program. A new prerject of UBC is a survey of
nonroman script materials in public libraries in three countries,
United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia, which have ethnic communities requiring special provision in public libraries. The sulvey was
intended to provide background information at the International
Congress on National Bibliographies in Paris.
A new publication resulting from UBC activities is the third edition
The publiof Namesaf Persons;National Usagesfor Entry in CataXogacs,26
cation reflects progress in the developnrent and acceptance of
standard cataloging practices irr the years since the second edition.
The manual is concerned with the form and. not the choice of name
headings. The first in a series of IFLA UBC Office Occasional Papers
was prepared and published during the year as International Target
amd TestAudience Code (ITAC): A Propowl and RePrt on its Deuelop.men;t
ing, prepared by Russel Sweeney.zT Known earlier as the Intell'ectual
Level Code, the aim of ITAC is to provide a simple code for identifying the level and purpose of a work, which can be used in manual and
mechanized cataloging systems.
A major step in the realization of UBC was the publication of UNIMARC: Uniaer.salMARC Fornrat in April 1977.2& UNtrMARC is a
product of four years of effort by the IFLA Working Group on Content Designators, set up by the IFLA Section on Cataloguing and the
IFLA Section on Mechanization. UNIMARC is intended to'be. the
common denominator between forrnars of national b,ibliographic
agencies in the exchange of data in rnachine-readable forrn. With UNIMARC, exchange among all national agencies will be possible with
essentiallyone set of translation programs.
Numerous articles appeared during the year on IFLA and the ISBD
programs. Kerr and Clarke concerned themselves with the ISBD program and problems of nonroman script.2eApplication of ISBD to the
African, Latin American, and Asian national bibliographies has also
been addressed in three articles.3o,3r,32
Martin points out that we have been engaged for several years in
experimental "national bibliographic systems" based on computer
Volume22, Number 3, Summcr 1978
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technology.ssSince CONSER and COMARC were developed and operate very differently, we have a unique opportunity to observe and
learn. Her comments are pertinent at this time, since the development
of a national bibliographic network has been brought to the forefront
by the publication in March 1977 of The Library Bibliographic Component of the National Library and Information Seruice Netuorh, later issued
in a revised edition, dated June 1977.34'35
The Librarian of Congress named a special assistant for network
development to permit more active participation by LC in national
network planning. Representativesfrom ongoing systems were invited
to meet at l,C to explore possibilities for increase of cooperation. The
first of a series of meetings was held 12 April 1976. At the second
meeting on 9 August 1976, the Deputy Librarian of Congress asked
those attending, as representatives of their organizations, to act in an
advisory capacity to the LC Network Development Office as the Network Advisory Group. The working paper for this meeting describes
n e t w o r k i s s u e s a s w e l l a s f o u r a r e a s o f c o n c e r n : ( l ) o b j e c t i v e s ,( 2 )
functions, (3) technical considerations (bibliographic and technical),
and (4) policy considerations. A subcommittee of the Network Advisory Group was established to elaborate on the four topics.
At the December 1976 meeting, the Network Advisory Group discussed the intended scope of the working paper, that is, what component of the national library in the information service network was actually being addressed. Consensus was that the advisory group and
the LC Network Development Office were actually concerned with the
library bibliographic component of the larger network, the national library and information service network. The group felt that the library
bibliographic component should be given the first priority at this time.
The Network Advisory Group held its fourth meeting in April
1977. At that meeting, the major position paper, Touard a National Library and Informatinn Networh; the Library Bibliographic Componen, was
discussed. The Network Development Office prepared a revised preliminary edition for distribution to the library community. Following
that meeting, LC announced the formation of the Network Advisory
Committee to carry on the work and communication begun by the
group.36
The establishment of a Network Advisory Committee has been interpreted as recognition by LC that it may have to contend with other
libraries and organizations that may be concerned with the "national library network action."37 The purpose of the committee is to advise LC
on matters related to planning for a national library network. It will
spell out network objectives, the role of participants, and technical bibliographic and policy considerations in network development.
In December 1976, the Network Advisory Group recommended
that a task force of technical staff from organizations with operational
automated systems be established.3s That task force, the Network'
Technical Architecture Group (NTAG), was organized in early 1977.
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Its purpose was (l) to determine the hardware, software, and communications configurati<tn <lf the library bibliographic component of
the national library and inf<lrmarion service network, (2) identify
needed projects, (3) prepare proposals for funding, and (4) perform
other tasks within the scope as required.
To date, NTAG has agreed upon rhree initial pr<rjects:(l) link systems to LC using current protocols, (2) link systems to LC using network standard protocols, (3) link system ro sysrem. This will provide
bi-directional capability between thi bibliographic systems.
In February 1977, the ALA/ISAD "Insrirure on rhe National l-ibrary
Network" was held in Chicago. Papers were presented on the nati<lnal
bibliographic network.3e Rosenthal presented the keynote paper
suggesting questions and concerns on the developing network.a0 He
noted that the "successor failure of cooperative activities lies, in the
long run, with the people who actually deliver information services t<-r
the users, just as a democratic society depends upon participation of
the citizenry."
Lorenz spoke from the viewpoint of the research library, concluding
that they are eager to move ahead on network development as planning and funding make it possible, seeking the broadest possible
standards and compatible input from all types of libraries and information services.arThere is growing serious planning for freezing the
present card catalogsof major libraries and developing new and more
flexible bibliographic tools for the furure.

cataloging decisions that follow as a practical consequence of LC's
internal maintenance problems.
Knapp discussed the requiremenrs for the narional bibliographic
network from the viewpoint of a local network.a3 He saw no technical
reason why a second cataloging record useful to public libraries
couldn't be produced as an expansion of the MARC record. He predicted that there will be only a limited number of networks and that
the future national on-line catalog will not be at LC but will be the

Avram described the role of LC in the bibliographic nerwork,a5 and
Rather and De La Garza summed up international cataloging coopera-
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tion and networks.46 Winding up the program, Trezza spoke from the
viewpoint of the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science (NCLIS) and described a national network that would encompass all library and information resources, including those of the private sector.aT The national level would be a resource of last resort,
backed up by local, state, and regional facilities.
An Amirican Libraries' reporter commented that "the tone seemed to
be one of political ambivalence: we've got to keep playing at democracy; but to make national, on-line resource sharing a reality, someone

tinn BuLletin,JOU, and other publications so that the result will be the
most acceptible system to the greatest number of institutions'"ae
At the 1977 ALA Annual Conference, LC announced that it intended to close its catalogs in 1980 when AACR 2 is adopted and
superimposition abandoned, whether or not the automated system is

catalogsin 1980.
ln November, further information
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on the disposition of the LC
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automated system should not be fully operational. The nonroman
records will be maintained in a separate card catalog and the roman
in a parallel card catalog until the automated system progresses to the
point that a manual catalog is no longer needed and can be discarded.
The action taken by LC regarding closing the catalog and adopting
AACR 2 and DDC l9 has major implications for the library community. McCallum examines two ways LC might end the policy of
superimposition adopted in 1967.53She suggesrsrhar LC either begin
a new authority file, applying the new rules to all future cataloging
without reference to old catalog form, or change headings not in conformity with the new rules and construct cross-references between the
old and new forms. She argues that although the first method would
be less costly for LC, the second would be less costly for the user libraries, allowing greater flexibility and permitting them to provide
better service to their patrons. Plotnik notes, "As every cataloger tied

LC has had a public Computer Catalog Cenrer since July 1977.55
The center consists of six CRTs and two printers. The terminals access computer files using SCORPIO (Subject-Conrenr Oriented Retriever for Processing Information On-line), a bibliographic information file containing, among other items, more than 70b,0b0 references
extracted from the MARC data base.
During 1977, two major research libraries produced documents addressed to the future of their card catalogs. The Committee on Bibliographic Control of the General Library of the University of
California, Berkeley, outlines a plan that moves through the evolution
of the card catalog to an automated catalog that will provide public
and staff access to monographic and serials data that combine both
on-line and COM access.56
The report comments on standards to be
applied and projected scheduled changes. Esrimared cost figures
suggest the significanr magnitude of the project.
Cornell University Library recommends that it close its catalog at
the time AACR 2 is adopted and that the replacement for the card
catalog be a new on-line data base with an in-house backup consisting
of a minicomputer for the most recently processed materials and
computer output microform (COM) for other materials.5T
The University of Toronto Library (UTL) has closed its card catalog
and converted its records to machine-readable form.s8 All cataloging
from I July 1976 to date has appeared in COM fiche supplements. It
is now making its machine-readable catalog records available to
others.se
The library had been converring its bibliographic records to
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machine-readable form since 1965, and that machine-readable data
base made a COM catalog possible. DeBruin describes the organization used to deal with the policies and problems concerned with closing the UTL card catalog and implementing the COM microcatalog
and comments on results of a user survey.Go
Altman views the UTL COM catalog as an outsider, pointing out
parallels between the COM and the printed catalogs.GrShe found that
fiche misfiling was a common occurrence and that ready access was
not always apparent. The most serious disadvantage of the UTL COM
system is that it excludes cross-references. In spite of the drawbacks,
the author likes UTL's COM catalog.
With the discussionof catalogs being closed and the growing cost of
card catalog maintenance, the library community effort to seek alternatives expands. The COM catalog is losing the character of a new
initiative and has become almost commonplace. Among the latest to
make the switch from the card catalog to COM are the St. Louis
County (Missouri) Library, the Cooperative Libraries in Consortium
(CLIC, a consortium of eight academic and research libraries in the
St. Paul, Minnesota, area),62Western Kentucky University,63 the Los
Angeles County Public Library,6a and the Greenville County (South
Carolina) Library. Cox and Juergens report on a project to examine
the COM catalog as an alternative to the card catalog in five libraries
in the AMIGOS Network.65
Freund describes the Eastman Kodak Libraries catalog on microfiche, with details of a process whereby the generation of COM update catalogs contributes to maintenance of a list of subject headings
and references.66
North describes the development of the Ryerson Polytechnical Institute COM Catalog: "The hardest part was questioning of the norms of
library operation. Once we learned to do this, the rest was relatively
eaSY'"67

An annotated bibliography by Friedman lists recent books, articles,
and reports describing existing and potential library applications of
COM.68 The National Micrographics Association (NMA) has published
a compilation of thirty-two recent articles relating to COM.6e
The RTSD Book Catalog Committee published guidelines for those
libraries considering book catalogs for the bibliographic representation
of their collections in hard copy or microform.To
Vervliet provides an outline for considering alternative physical
forms of catalogs, suggests that the idealized autofiated catalog is
based on a totally integrated system in which all functions are merged,
presents a useful compilation of figures relating to on-line and batch
systems, and emphasizes the necessity of restricting the extent of bibliographic descriptions in an automated system.Tr
Stevens presents a critical view of OCLC.?2 He acknowledges that
OCLC represents an important development in the area of automated
services for libraries as the first organization that developed an effec-
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tive on-line system for use by a number of libraries. He feels, however, that there are a number of long-standing concerns that have not
been resolved. There are two major reasons for difficulties. First is a
failure on the part of the OCLC administration, board of trustees,
and membership to recognize the nature of what OCLC has become
and to identify appropriate goals and objectives for it. The second
major reason for current frustration of many of the regional and state
networks and their member libraries is the lack of any effective voice
in the control of OCLC.
In February 1977, CLR awarded a $122,000 grant to OCLC for a
study of OCLC governance and organization.T3The OCLC Advisory
Council will guide and direct the study that will be carried out by the
consultant firm Arthur D. Little, Inc. In June, OCLC announced its
purposes, goals, and objectives for the next six years.TaIts purpose is
to promote the evolution of library use, of libraries themselves,and of
librarianship. Long-range goals include: (l) increase availability of resources to patrons, (2) lower rate of rise of per-unit costs, (3) furnish
information when and where it is needed, (4) enable patrons to receive personalized service, and (5) provide management information
servlce.
An example of concern related to management of OCLC is seen in
the action of the Music Library Association, which voted in February
to form a music OCLC user group. Their concern focused on communication of their special needs to OCLC.75
A study by Morita and Gapen of the costs of cataloging and related
processing tasks before and after adoption of OCLC at the Ohio State
University Libraries found that an increase in production was
achieved and that unit costs have risen at a rate less than the general
rate of inflation.76
During the course of the year, OCLC continued to extend its services to more libraries. Willamette University became the first library
in Oregon to participate in OCLC.77 MIDLNET (Midwest Region Library Network) secured permission from the Internal Revenue Service
to broker OCLC to libraries in profit-making institutions without losing
its tax-exempt status.78In October, OCLC established an intranetwork
quality control council (INQCC) whose primary purpose is to identify
problem areas regarding quality control in distributing information to
networks concerning problems and solutions.Te
Several articles of more than routine interest appeared during the
year concerning OCLC. Blood writes on the impact of OCLC on reference service.8oReid comments on the effectiveness of the OCLC
data base for acquisitions verification,sr comparing that data base with
LC depository, NUC, t}:'e American Book Publishing Record, and the
Cumulntiue Booh Index. Meyer and Panetta provide a study of the comparison of the OCLC data base to Blackwell North American (B/NA)
to produce catalog copy for English-language books.82
Scott and Allison describe OCLC and its check-in subsystem in a
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pilot project centering on the U.S. document collection in Kent State
University Libraries.s3 Landram discusses procedures in a system
using a hard copy thermal printer in conjunction with an OCLC terminal.8a
OCLC instituted a new service when it began to print catalog cards
for serials on-line.8s For the serials cataloger using OCLC, a workbook
by E. Sue Weber is noteworthy.sGFinally, it was announced that video
tapes on OCLC were available.sT
BALLOTS (Bibliographic Automation of Large Library Operations
Using a Time Sharing System) is presented in an article by Veaner
from the point of view of the Stanford University Libraries as a syslem user.88 Funds from CRL and the National Endowment for the
Humanities support the current development of new file design to accommodate bibliographic variations of a number of libraries in the
network. Associated with this new record design will be a software
that will enable each library to reconstitute its own records on a CRT
exactly as they were input and, at the same time, enable each network
library to observe how any other network member created that same
record. Still to be implemented is an automated authority file to supplement the currently available reference file. With the support of the
California State Library, a networking version of BALLOTS has been
implemented in seven county/city library systems throughout California. PLAN (Public Library Automation Network) provides its users
with BALLOTS capabilities for cataloging and reference support. In
spring of 1976, the University of California at Berkeley was brought
into the BALLOTS system. BALLOTS is expected to play a significant
role in the recently established Berkeley-Stanford Cooperative Research Library Program. Currently there are more than eighty research, academic, public, and special libraries utilizing BALLOTS.
Over the next several years, BALLOTS Center is expected to evolve
by stages into an entity completely independent of Stanford, running
its own computer facilities and governed by a body representative of
rts users.
The University of Stanford's goal is that BALLOTS evolve into a
national library automation network, focusing upon the unique needs
of academic and research libraries and their universities more generally; and because Stanford has close ties with libraries in the western
United States, BALLOTS should be made available to all types of libraries in California and adjacent states.8e
In February 1977, Stanford and the University of California, Berkeley, received start-up funding to undertake a "cooperative program
of unprecedented scope."eo Grants of $300,000 from the Alfred P.
Sloane Foundation and $280,000 from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation provide initial three-year funding for the cooperative effort.
The plan includes the expansion of Stanford's BALLOTS automation
system to Berkeley, with further network services to other northern
institutions. In December. it was announced that BALLOTS had
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added the Los Angeles County Law Library to its network.el
Profiles of users of BALLOTS may be found in the BALLOTS
Newslctter.Examples are the General Library, University of California,
Berkeley,e2 and the Evanston (Illinois) Public Library.es The BALLOTS Center has produced the first video tape series for training
library staff using BALLOTS.e4
The University of Chicago Library Data Management System is described by Payne, McGee, Schmierer, and Harris, who assert that the
system can store and process all of the data and files needed to automate the labor-intensive activities of a large research library.e5Searching inputs/update, LCIMARC processing, selection, ordering and receiving, gift and blanket order processing, and cataloging are in operation. Under development are circulation, catalog control for name
and subject authorities, and a quadraplaner data structure that will
allow multiple institution sharing of the data base. In September, the
expansion of the University of Chicago data system in a network
mode as a major MIDLNET research and development project was
endorsed in principle by the MIDLNET Board of Directors.eoFuture
possibilities include a complete interface with I C through the NTAG
proposal.
The quadraplaner structure is a data structure developed to provide
maximum quality of data as inexpensively as possible for more than
one institution.eT Implementation of the quadraplaner structure is expected in the first half of 1978. By the enil of 1977, the catalog control system was to be established to provide the name heading and
subject heading authority file and the name and subject access to the
bibliographic records. Work will be in progress to introduce authority
control and cross-references,provide improved key-word access,and
establishentry control.
Washington Library Network (WLN) system, a consortium of libraries and information centers directed by the Washington State Library,
was described and demonstrated at LC in November.es The individual
libraries in the network use its reference/referral, telecommunications,
and computer components based on their type of membership. Initial
participants in the network were from the state of Washington, but it
was designed so it could be expanded. It is now serving libraries in
Alaska via satellite communications. The WLN system is being designed and implemented in four subsystems:(l) the bibliographic subsystem, (2) the acquisitions/accounting subsystem, (3) the circulation
subsystem, and (4) serials control subsystem. To date, the bibliographic subsystem is operational. The redundant storage of data is
minimized in the system by interrelating the principal files: holdings,
authorities, and bibliographic and local data. Thus, an individual institution may hold data unique to it, while the more general data will
be stored in the central system with appropriate links.
Freedman reviews the automation of cataloging, placing emphasis
on recent developments in the automation of the cataloging process.ee
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quadraplaner structure in the UC data management system eliminates
'tariability that is not logically inevitable and . . . accommodates var-

a series of articles in American Libraries.r0o'101'r02' 103That project,
managed by CLR, was expected to be turned over to the management
of LC in November 1977, but LC was unable to accePt that responsibility. The project continues with OCLC donating time and staff to
maintain the data file on-line and indicating its willingness to continue
until CLR, the Council's CONSER Advisory Group, and LC decide
that the file of machine-readable records produced is essentially complete. There are approximately 200,000 records on the CONSER base
with 60,000 now authenticated.loa
LC continues its responsibility within the project to input new records for serials and to authenticate the records input or updated by
participants except NLC, which inputs and authenticates records for
Canadian imprints.r05
The Minnesota Interlibrary Telecommunications Exchange
(MINITEX) received $25,000 in start-up funding from CLR for the
planning phase of an experimental project aimed at creating a system
linking standard holding statements to large serial files.ro6The project
will link certain local and regional serials holding statements to the
data base for serials currently being built through the CONSER

data bank.
The fifth edition of the SUNY Union List of Seriak is complete and
will be issued in microfilm.l08 This list contains more than 87,000 titles
as well as 10,000 cross-references. It is the basis for a cooperative
searching project underway among SUNY/OCLC libraries in which
the OCLC data base is searched to produce an index referring SUNY
data base titles to OCLC record numbers. This index will be a valuable contribution to the CONSER Project and the OCLC serials control subsystem.
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The COMARC pilot project is conducted under a grant made to LC
by CLR in December 1974. Early in 1977, CLR awarded an additional
grant of $55,000 to LC for continuing that projecr.roe Under the
COMARC Project, LC accepts bibliographic records based on its
cataloging copy as converted to machine-readable form by other institutions. LC validates the records against its official catalog, updates
them where necessary, and distributes records to COMARC participants and, as a separate subscription, to others through the MARC
Distribution Service.
Distribution of COMARC records began April 1976 through MARC
Distribution Service. By the end of 1977, more than 14,000 records
had been distributed.rlo On 3 February 1977, LC sponsored an all-day
program on COMARC attended by LC staff members and representatives from CLR, OCLC, and project participants.trr The program centered on problems encountered in converting LC source cataloging
copy to machine-readable form and on LC processing, validating, and
updating the records. A major problem is the extent and kind of
changes that are being made at LC. Some of the changes appeared to
arise from faulty communication. It was explained that COMARC was
one of the first phases of building a national cataloging data base by
cooperative means. The next logical step would be to handle records
that had not been cataloged by LC, i.e., NUC reporrs.
A related issue concerns posting holdings to the Regkter of Additional
Locations (RAL). At present, Washington State Library and the New
York Public Library are submitting machine-readable location reports.
A ClR-funded
studv seeks to identifv other machine-readable data
bases from which location reports could be obtained. In addition, the
LC Catalog Publication Division expects to begin converting NUC
reports that have been received in card form to machine-readable
records.
The RAL has been published since 1965 as a supplement to the Natinnal Union Catalog (NUC) and contains additional locations for titles
with imprints of 1956 to date. The MARC Development Office has
recently completed work to make the RAL file accessibleon-line within
LC. The on-line file presently includes reports through 1976. The
on-line RAL file will also be made available to other bibliographic
utilities. Since reporting location is tied closely with reporting of
cataloging information, the RAL Project has been coordinated with the
COMARC Project. The LC Network Development Office has conducted a study with funds from CLR to identify machine-readable data
basesfrom which location reports for RAL could be obtained.
Weisbrod examines NUC reporting in machine-readable form and
MARC redistribution from a single central agency of MARC records
submitted.rr2 He discusses some of the technical requirements and
suggests that there is needed, along with a revision of AACR, a discussion and reexamination of MARC format in the context of the
functional requirements for the national information service network.
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brief entry catalogs rather than indexes.
The National Endowment for the Humanities awarded Northwest-

the LC MARC data base.

pear to the LC system just as LC's own terminals. Later stages in the
iytt.-'t
expansion wilf see Harvard and Yale terminals tied in with

Register of Additional Locations is already on-line at LC and may soon be
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basis.rle The CIP Office is currently experimenting with telefacsimile
transmission equipment as a way of speeding up exchange of data between publishers and CIP.
The MARC Development Office plays a key role in cooperative
programs through its planning and development activities. Work on
detailed specificationsdefined in the CONSER II system was begun in
January.l2o The effort was scheduled for completion by I July. Responsibility for the planning and development of the CONSER II
Project was given to the MARC Development Office in April. During
that same period, the Cyrillic/MARC'feasibility study was completed,
and presentations by various hardware vendors were arranged. Related tasks include preparation of library comments on character sets
for proposed U.S./U.S.S.R.bibliographic dara exchange and preparation of a nonroman terminal matrix fbr vendor.
Development activities including the LC/RLG pilot project and programs for the on-line indexing in the MUM system became operational. In support of planning fbr CONSER II, analysis of the MARC
serials and of the CONSER "snapshot" data bases was undertaken.
Anticipating some of CONSER's search key requests, programs were
developed to create files of specified search keys from the MARC serials file and from the CONSER "snapshot" files in order to tesr the
retrieval effectivenessof certain keys. JANUS, a new program ro provide searching of the MARC data base, was made available for acceptance testing and limited production use during the period.
JANUS is a major improvement over the MARC retriever program.
The MARC Editorial Division reported fbr the first six monrhs in
1977 verifying 65,700 monographic records (books, films, COMARC).121 More than 842,000 records are now in the MARC mono-

ords will be converted on a current basis.
Because the flow of cataloging data for new titles to be input is subject to wide fluctuation. the division has been converting rerrospective
records to MARC during the periods of low receipts. The first group
to be converted comprised "76" prefix cards for roman-alphabet languages that became MARC eligible in 1977. The library continues to
explore developing technology for optical scanning techniques to
eliminate or reduce the need for initial keying of these retrospective
records.
The LC Cataloging Distribution Service reports an invesrment in a
new computer technology that will enable it to print MARC catalog
cards on demand. The new system called CARDS (Card Automation
Reproduction Demand System) was developed under a contract with
Xerox Electro-Optical Systems. The system was scheduled to be operaVolurne22, Nutnber 3, Summer 1978
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tional by the spring of 1978. It utilizes advanced laser xerographic
and computer iechnology. Remington notes, "the new CARD system
should be clear evidence that we are in the business."l22
The Government Printing Office (GPO) and LC announced the
start of the distribution of the cataloging data appearing.il tlt'
Monthly Catalog in machine-readable form in tvtRRC [I format.l23 The
cataloging is frepared by a staff of the !ibrary Division of.GPO's Lib.arv inJ Stal.,tory Distiibution Service following AACR rules and LC
main entries. Subjects are derived from Library of Congress Subject
Headings (LCSH). fhe cataloging is done on-line by GPO.using OCLC'
At a" meeting of the Govirn-rnent Documents Roundtable Federal
Documents Task Force, the dePr
entri,
mented that the use of llCR
dexing in the monthly catalog drt
ever, the use of LC subject headinl
page layouts were not so well rr
-atalog.r2aProgress toward more ef
inforriation fo-r new name headings resulted in a joint proposal- to
seek funding for an LC/GPO project to compile a machine-readable
data base of name authorities needed for cataloging U.S. government
publications.
By October 1977, LC and GPO had progressed to an oPerational
to develop name autfloriiies.t" The headings that
phase of a project
^wili
of an LC/GPO data base and
serve as the beginning
ire created
-the
library community as Part of the
are expected to be available to
libraryi name authority distribution service when it becomes operational. Initially, the scope of the project is limited to corporate body
names.
The subject heading files at LC have been maintained in machinereadable f6rm since eirly 1973. The most recent product of the subject authority sysrem is i machine-readable authoiity reco.rd distribuiion service.'New headings and changed headings accumulated over a
calendar quarter have be"en distribut;d since October 1976 as part of
the MARC Distribution Service. Problems with the data base have
made it necessary to temporarily su
Since April 1977, there has been
machine-readable form. Once all r
cluded in the machine system, th(
clude retrospective headings that a
Plans call for a quarterly distribt
records, a quarteriy microfiche service, and a printed publication'
Buchinski, Newman, and Dunn review implications of the NLC authority subsystem, which will help Canadiln libraries through the provision'of biiingual authorities attd Cattadian subject- headings ?lqpy
of existing products and services.l2z The
the possible .irhun..-.nt
subsysiem to be the first step in the inthe
authority
auth'ors consider
troduction of the data base management philosophy to the NLC pro-
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cessing. Benefits include redistribution of records from multiple
MARC distribution sources: provision of CAN/MARC records cus-

ment.

cataloging rules.r28
In the area of descriptive cataloging, Maxwell provides a brief review of the development of AACR from Panizzi to dare.r2e Byrum and
Coe report on a survey concerning the adoption, application, and assessment of the revision of AACR Chapter 6, "separately Published
Monographs," revealing wide acceptance of the publication and support of changes made to incorporate ISBDs.r30That acceptance,however, was not uncritical.
A sharp criticism of descriptive cataloging is found in Berman's
"The Cataloging Shtik."r31 He questions the wisdom of the experr, rhe
value of universal standards such as ISBD, and representative organizations in terms of their behavior as consumer advocates.
Chan focuses on the problem of entry for serial publication and a
possible solution related ro the interpretation of the meaning of "corporate author," assigning corporate authorship to the caregory of multiple authorship.I32
The period of discussion, deliberation, and formularion for AACR 2
was 1976. Early in 1977 there was a period of review limited primarily
to questions of style and consistency. At the Catalog Code Revision
Committee (CCRC) meetings in June 1977, the principal aim was ro
determine the substance of the CCRC's last submission to the
JSCAACR.Ts3 The committee proceeded to evaluate comments received, deciding which ones to forward to JSCAACR. The commirree
considered the question of the introduction of AACR 2 in the U.S.
with the result that CCRC urged the formation of a program introducing it, in a consistent manner, insuring that statements would be
made about rule development and that application would be authoritative and uniform.
CCRC offered specific points to be added to ideas expressed regarding the AACR 2 introduction. The resulting rext is expected to accomplish four objectives: (l) exposition of rhe orientarion, srructure, and
principle of the rules, (2) justification of the rules, (3) explanation of
optional rules, and (4) explanation of the integration of the rules for
Volume 22, Number 3, Summer 1978
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dorse publication of AACR 2. This was done at the 20 June board
meeting.
The move to accept AACR 2 has not been without controversy' At

port, although the final expression was for publication. The ISAD
Board of Directors resolved that the AACR 2 draft was unacceptable
and recommended that publication be delayed until their concerns

Cataloging Code Revision Committee's green light" on AACR 2 but
noted also that "'delay' was the watchword of most of the representatives of ALA units and other associations who spoke before the board.
The consensus was that more time was needed to review the draft and
correct weak spots." John Byrum, CCRC chairperson, indicated that
"all the points cited for delay had been considered by the committee
or addressed in the 800 pages of comments received in the formal review process."136
It is expected that AACR 2 will be published and available in the last
half of 1978.13?That publication will have met the objectives of the
revision to the following extent: (l) AACR will have a single text accepted by all its authors; (2) amendments and changes agreed to and
implemented since 1967 will be incorporated; (3) proposed amendments forwarded by the authors have been considered by the editors;
and (4) the international interest in AACR has been recognized by
JSCAACR, which made arrangements to collect comments from the
international cataloging community and has insured that AACR 2

.
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rules for describing all kinds of library materials will be compatible
with ISBD.
A series of articles in Library Trends is helpful in understanding the
issues addressed in AACR 2. Hickey provides a historical review of
cataloging in the United States, noting that "if standardization is to
live up to its advance notices, certain conditions must be established
for its adoption": (l) "standardization of bibliographic information
systems should elevate rather than reduce the quality of local
catalogs," (2) with "ability to be monitored for consistency of application," (3) a flexibility that "allows the suppression of extensive detail in
favor of simplified and reformatted listings," and (4) "increased democratization of the process by which standards are adopted."r38 Hagler
addresses changes in rules for description, outlining how they have
changed in the past and !i'ow AACR 2 will present them, allowing different levels of treatment for different size libraries.l3e He notes that
the rules are now international and respond to standardization critical
in a machine process. Gorman addresses changes that have been made
in cataloging rules for entry and heading and notes probable developments and problems in the automated library catalog of the future.lao He recommends continuous review and revision of the Paris
Principles in light of modern developments.
Pulsifer sketches the major developments toward international
standardization relating to serials, noting some of 'the milestones from
the 1967 International Conference on Cataloging Principles (ICCP)
t h r o u g h I S B D ( S ) . 1 4 1S h e q u e s t i o n s w h e t h e r s o m e o f t h e r u l e s f o r
choice of entry should be applied to serials as well as to monographs
and whether a serial should be cataloged from the first issue or only
after a complete volume. Edgar outlines changes that have taken place
in the philosophy of the rules of AACR 2 in relation to serials.la2
Carlson provides an analysis of representative definitions of serial
publications and demonstrates that they lack clarity.143
Publication of the nineteenth edition of the Dewey Decimal Classification is expected in the spring of 1979. The Dewey Decimal Classification Division of LC has begun work on schedules for the eleventh
abridged edition.laa The British Library, National Library of Australia, National Library of Canada, and Library of Congress agreed
that in January 1980 they would adopt DDC 19.
The DDC Division has completed most of the editorial work on the
nineteenth edition and has participated in discussions on computerization of the system for subsequent compilations.ra5 The division is now
classifying approximately 100,000 titles a year, covering almost all
English titles and some other European languages. There continues to
be coordination of classification and exchange of information with the
British National Bibliography, Canadinna, and the Australian National Bibliography. The same coordination has been inaugurated with the Sozti
Afriran N ational B ibliography.
Reynolds authored a paper on the introduction and use of decimal
Volume 22, Number 3, Summcr 1978
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made a critical appraisal of some of the auxiliary tables of DDC 18.147
Sultana reported on the DDC Centenary Seminar at Banbury, England. in 1976.148Internationalism of DDC and the effectiveness of
DDC in automated subject retrieval were the major themes of that
meetlnS.
Two new schedules of the library of Congress Classification (LCC)
for law, subclassK Law (General) and KE Law of Canada, were
printed in April 1977. Revision of aviation in space medicine in subclass RC and high-speed ground transportation in subclass TF were
also significant developments.lae
There were several articles published during the year suggesting revision or expansion of the LC schedules. Veryha outlines a proposal
made by the Slavic and East European Subject Headings and Classification Committee (SEESHAC) of the Slavic and East European Section of the Association of College and Research Libraries.r50The proposal covers three subclassesin history (DB Austria, Hungary; DK
Russia; and DR Eastern Europe, Balkan Peninsula) and proposes their
rearrangement along the regional and ethnic principle applied to

Catalog: Pre-1956 Imprints.1sl White provides an expansion of the LC
classification to provide for homosexuality and gay liberation.l5'
In the summCr of 1977, the Law Library at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign announced its decision to adopt the LC classification. A three-year project involving ten full-time staff members
and some $300,000 or about $l per volume will be required for reclassification of the existing collection.lss
Fasanya reports that Ibadan University Library in Nigeria terminated use of Bliss Bibliographic Classification (BBC) in favor of LCC
in January 1975 and provides an outline of how the policy decisions
were made in moving to LCC.rsa
Thomas reports on the relative importance of BBC classification in

showed DDC being taught in forty-six schools, LC in forty-two, UDC
in twenty-six, Colon Classification (CC) in twenty-four, BBC in fourteen. and Rider International Classification (RIC) in six.
One of the more significant events during this past year was the
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points up the difference berween classification for bibliographies and
catalogs and classification for the arrangement of physical-items
on
'shelf
shelvei. He suggests that Rider should 5e tested as'a
classification alongside other existing standard schemes.r6r
Another view of past hisrory is the publicarion of the classification
system of Jacques Charles Brunet, tranilated and with an introduction
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creased work load, it now is necessary for the division to stop making
changes in existing subject headings unless such changes involve patternJalready announced. It is anticipated that no majo-r. changes to
existing subject headings will be mad-e before 1980 at which dme LC
to close its catalogs.168
plans
'
In the formal announcement, it was noted that "it is appropriate to

dinated with the date of the closing of the card catalog at LC.
Chan expresses concern over irregularities and inconsistencies in
LCSH that iave accumulared over thiee-quarters of a century, which
are attributed to the fact that there has nbt been a code for develop-
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Materials. This committee has for its purpose identifying problem
areas in cataloging and classification of-Asian and African materials.

paPer! on the development of the system, its syntax and semantics,
and the management aspects.Jutta Slrensen discussed the multilingual aspects of automatic translation of PRECIS. A section on research

Preschel describes the University of Maryland PRECIS Workshop
from-the viewpoint of an observer.l?5She notes that PRECIS might b-e
developed into a universal international system if there weie (l)

.An article by Lancaster on vocabulary control in information retrieval-systems provides a review restricted to the subject vocabulary
control for post coordinate retrieval systems and more particularly to
computer-based systems.I 77
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content of the library's book collection. A manual for the project has
been published.l78
Maltby edited Classificationin the 1970'.s:A SecondLooh, a collection
of papers that provides an overview of classification systems in the
changing environment of library and information science. Only three
of the papers have been reprinted, largely unchanged. A paper on automatic classification by Karen Sparck Jones has been added to the
volume.tTe
In specialized areas, Gaeddert has published an annotated bibliography on classifying and catalop;ing sound recordings;t80 Johnson
has written on the arrangement of topographic maps, adopting a simplified form of the Texas Code Index System;r8r and the Posts describe a project undertaken to index the Hexamer General Surveys, a
nineteenth-century set of twenty-nine volumes of surveys of selected
industrial properties in the Philadelphia area.r82
The problem of transliteration is not yet solved. LC has announced
that it will not be able to give full attention to problems of handling
Cyrillic characters in machine systemsbefore 1980, with other nonroman scripts not being addressed before 198I or later.r83 It is considering a pilot project to test the feasibility of handling nonroman records
in romanized form and has already resolved some of the problems of
romanization in developing the MARC serials (MARC-S) system. Since
late 1973, it has been romanizing the cataloging data for serials in
about two dozen nonroman scripts.
During the year, the project to publish current ALA/[,C romanization tables entered its final phase with the publication of the revised
Armenian Table.r8a
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) announced the
publication of A 39.24-1976, the American National Standard Systemfor
ihe Romanization of Slauic-Cyritlic Characters.r85The American Society
for Information Science Standards Committee approved a position
paper regarding the ANSI 239 standard for romanization with an
abstention on votes on three romanization standards for Armenian;
Burmese and Thai; and Lao, Khmer, and Pali.186The use of strange
and unavailable characters (roman letters combined with various
phonetic symbols) was objected to, and focus was on pronunciation
while it should be on writing, not sounds.
The British Library announced adoption of the LC system of transliteration for Cyrillic alphabets.l87 The LC system is already used
for the vast majority of machine-readable records available in the
British Library data base. It is also used universally in Canadian libraries and many Australian libraries. Before making the final decision,
the library examined all the best-known alternative systems of transliteration, including the ISO and the British Standard systems. It is envisioned that Machine-Readable Library Information (MERLIN) will
eventually develop the facility to handle Cyrillic and other nonroman
alphabets. The British Library, however, expects that most libraries
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will want to use the roman alphabet for bibliographic communication
in order to cut down costs and keep administrative procedures as
simple as possible. The British National Bibliogro,phy has used a simplified version of LC transliteration from the beginning. In 1978, the
Bibliographic Service Division will begin to use full LC transliteration
and its machine-readable records for English-language books.
Spalding suggests that present and future developments demand a
critical reexamination of romanization.rs8 He recommends abandonment of the universal author/title catalog in favor of separate catalogs
according to writing systems, with headings appropriate for the system. The universal subject catalog, for which systematic romanization
is not required, would be retained.
Malinconico, Grutchfield, and Steiner outline the implementation of
vernacular scripts in the New York Public Library automated bibliog r a p h i c c o n t r o l s y s t e m . r s eT h e l i b r a r y h a s d e v e l o p e d a n d i m plemented facilities for inputting and displaying data in nonroman
scripts. Hebrew has been the first nonroman script implemented. The
solved and how
paper desc.ribeshow problems of input displal
.*eT.
an innovative approach to filing nonroman entities in the catalog containing mixed scripts was handled.
It is not possible to comment on all the 1977 publications of interest
to the cataloging profession, but the following should be noted: Massonneau's presentation of the development of cataloging codes for
audiovisual materials.reo Hvman's From Cutter to MARC: Accessto the
Printed Record,rel Magrill and Rinehart's annotated bibliography of
t e c h n i c a l s e r v i c e s , r e 2a n d " G u i d e l i n e s f o r S e l e c t i n g a C o m m e r c i a l
ProcessingService."re3
An overview of the 1977 literature in the field of cataloging
suggeststhat the catalog of the future is beginning to take shape, but
consensuson many aspectsof that catalog is yet to be formed. In the
coming year, publication of AACR 2, the decisions made by LC relating to closing its catalog, and concrete development in the library bibliographic component of the national library information service network will lay the major foundations for that consensus. Unquestionably, for the cataloger, the entrance to the decade of the 1980s will be
a period of learning and readjustment to create and manage the
catalogs of the future.
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congress Subject Headings," Library Resources€l Technical seruices 2l:156-69
(Spring 1977).
l7l.'How
to Help Improve Asian and African Subject Analysis," Amzritan Libraries
8:540 (Nov. 1977).
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173. Derei Austin and Jeremy A. Digger, "PRECIS: The Preserved Context Indexing
tl Techniial SenLices2l 13-30 (Winter 1977)'
System," Library Re.sources
174. Weflisch, Hani H., ed., The PRECIS Ind.ex System:Principles, Applications, and Prosp e c l s( N e w Y o r k : H . W . W i l s o n , 1 9 7 7 ) .
175.'Barbara M. Preschel,"A u.s. lndexer Attends a PRECIS Indexing workshop,"
The Indtxer l0: I I l-15 (April 1977).
176. "The PRECIS Indexing Sytt.-," American Libraries 8:634 (Dec' 1977)'
177. F. W. Lancaster, "Vocibulu.y Control in Information Retrieval Syslems-,"in Melvin J. Voigt and Michael Harris, eds', Adaancesin Librarianship, V'7 (New York:
Academic Press,1977), p.l-40.
178. Barbara Settel, ed., Subject Descriptinn of Booh: A Manunl of Proceduresfoi Augmlnt^
ing Subject Descriptions ri Lib"ory batatogs (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse Univ. School of
Information Studies, 1977).
179. Arthur Maltby, ed., classifcation in the 1970's: A secontl Looh (Hamden, conn.:
Linnet, 1977).
180. Barbara Knisely Gaeddert, The CkLssifcation and Cataloging of Sound Recordings: An
Annotated.Bibtiographl (MI-A Technicil Rep.r.t no.4 [Ann Arbor: Music Library Association, 19771).
l8l. sheila Grant Johnson, "Geographic Arrangement of Topographic Maps," Special
L i b r a r i e s6 8 : I l 5 - 1 8 ( M a r c h 1 9 7 7 ) .
182. J. B. Post andJoyce Post, "lndexing the Hexamer General Surveys," SpecinlLibrarizs 68:103-08 (March 1977).
'LC
Considering pilot Project on Automating Non-roman Scripts," Library of Con'
183.
gressInforrnation Bulletin 36:771 (18 Nov. 1977).
nArmenian," Cataloging Seruice l2l:21 (Spring 1977).
184.
l 8 5 . " A m e r i c a n N a t i o i a l S t a n d a r d , " L i b r a r y R e s o u r c e sL l T e c h n i c a l S e r u i c e s 2 l : l 1 9
(Spring 1977).
;ANSI"Z39
Romanization Standard," Bulletin of thz Arnerican Socictyfor Information
186.
Science3:35 (June 1977).
187. ["British Libiary is to Adopt the Library of Congress System of Transliteration"]
College (f ResearchLibraries News 6" I73 (June 1977).
188. C. S"u-ner Spalding, "Romanization i.eexamined," Library ResourcesU Technical
S e r u i r e s2 l : 3 - 1 2 l W i n t e r 1 9 7 7 ) .
189. S. Michael Malinconico, Walter R. Grutchfield, and Erik J. Steiner, "Vernacular
Scripts in NYPL Automated Bibliographic control syste'J|l," Jounml of Library Automation l0:205-25 (Sept. 1977).
190. Suzanne Massonneau, "Developments in the Organization of Audio Visual Materials," Library Trends 25:665-84 (lan. 1977).
lgl
Richard J. Hyman, From cutter lo MARC: Accessto the Ilnit Record (Queens College
Studies iln LiLrarianship no.l [New York: Dept. of Library Science, Queens College of the City of New York, I9771).
192. RSse Mary Magrill and Constance Rinehart, Library Technbal-seraires: A Selzcted,
Annotated Bibliography (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1977)'
commercial Processing s.ervices c_ommrttee,
193. American Libiaiy-Association.
..Guidelines for selecting a commercial Processing Service," Library Re.sources
u
Technical Ser-uites2l:17{u--73 (Spring 1977).
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Developmentsin Copying,
Microgrophics,ond Grophic
Communicotions,1977
E. Det-n Clurr'
H ead, Information and Instructional
SenticesDepartment
'Libraries
IJ niuersityof IJtah
Salt Lahe Cit\. Utah

Copyright
HE COPYRIGHT LAW led the field for amount of atrention given any
I aspect of copying, micrographics, and graphic conmunications
during the year. No other issue in 1977 received as much study, discussion, and serious consideration as attested by (l) the number of
hours of discussion at professional meetings ("In an exhaustive fourhour session on 'Implementing the Copyright Law,' hundreds of librarians in the Cobo Hall Arena were ahernately informed, advised,
threatened, and finally reassured about how they can operate legally
afterJan. l, 1978.");t (2) the amount of literature wrirten on implications and implementation of the copyright law;2 (3) the number of
w o r k s h o p s , p r o g r a m s . m e e t i n g s , i n - s e r v i c e t r a i n i n g s e s s i o n s ,a n d
classesheld or planned nationally.
The impact of the law is being felt in all corners of the information
world. The effects on society now and in the future will be farreaching. New organizations have been and will be developed (the
Copyright Clearinghouse Center, Copyright Royalty Tribunal, and
National Periodical Center are examples), and new jobs will be created
(those working in organizations such as those listed above). In-service
training of teachers, librarians, researchers, and scholars regarding
aspects of the law related to their responsibilities will become
paramount. Job descriptions of interlibrary loan, reserve, circulation,
and reference librarians will be modified as the new law goes into effect. Will new professions develop as a result of the law? Perhaps
"copyright reference librarians" will become commonplace in large libraries. Will "library copyright attorney" become a job title of the future? It is enjoyable to speculate, but whether or not the law will make
any real difference at the operating level remains to be seen. Test
f
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cases are inevitable. Some librarians have been advised to "keep a

gate';"s (3) President Carter's naming of a Copyright Royalty Tribunal;6 (4) Robert Wedgeworth's announc€ment as one of the "Ten

course, the public."e
Plans are^underway by several groups to hold evaluative meetings,
programs, and workihops for the-purpose of providing a forum for
discussion on how the new law has affected libraries. For example, at
the 1978 ALA Annual Conference in Chicago, the RTSD Reproduc-
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handle fees for photocopying, in excess of fair use, journal articles.rr
The center was chartered as a nonprofit corporation in New York
State under the name Copyright Clearance Center in July.r2
The King survey of library photocopying found that a surprisingly
low number of items photocopied would be subject to royalty payments and that the job of policing copyright fees could prove to be
expensive and would be best franatea by a centralized collection
agency.l3
M acrocopying (F ull- Sizc)
Libraries are coping with the problem of full-size photocopying in a
number of ways. At one end of the library implementation of the
copyright law spectrum is the library that simply posts a warning sign
near the area in which the photocopy machines are located. The other
end is the library that hires a legal advisor to interpret the law and
advise on the most appropriate method of implementing procedures
to best live within the law. Some libraries are switching to self-service
photocopying only. Others are using only coin-operated machines.
Most libraries prominently display warning notices. Some libraries
have permanently affixed a shortened version of the warning notice
face down on the face of the photocopy machine so that each copy
produced will have the warning on it.
A number of recent developments of potential help to libraries with
regard to full-size photocopying m?y be cited. CONTU, which has a
continuing interest in seeking to clear up ambiguities in the library
photocopying provisions of the new copyright law, devoted its entire
seventeenth meeting to testimony related to photocopyitg.tn A new
interlibrary loan form was approved by the Interlibrary Loan Committee of the Reference and Adult Services Division of ALA. The
form is based on CONTU Guideline 3: "No request for a copy or
phonorecord of any material to which these guidelines apply may be
fulfilled by the supplying entity unless such request is accompanied by
a representation by the requesting entity that the request was made in
conformity with these guidelines."r5 The National Commission on Li-

Copyrighted Material: A Survey"; (2) "Copyright Clearinghouse: InDepth Study of a Proposed Solution to the Copyright Photocopying
Problem"; (3) "selected, Annotated Bibliography on Photocopying of
Copyrighted Works, 1970-1976, with a Special Sub-List on the
Williams and Wilkins vs U.S. Case."r7 Patricia Whitestone has attempted "to elicit an accurate picture of the current extent and significance of library photocopying."lt
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paper process is di-electric, offered exclusively by Minolta. Its current
model, the Electrographic 201, is proving popular because of its ability to copy on bondlike paper and because it has features usually
available only with more expensive PPCs. A major change in the
CPC field was from the use of liquid to dry toners. Some current
dry toner CPCs include 3M's VQC and the 732; Apeco 776; A.B. Dick
695; Mita 900D; and the SCM 152. Olivetti makes a conversion unit to
retrofit their copiers in many libraries. At the National Computer
Conference, Xerox unveiled the 9700, claimed to be the first of five
new product introductions. This unit is "a high-ticket, high speed,
laser beam system that literally combines a commercial print shop into
a 16 foot unit consisting of a xerographic printer, control module,
magnetic tape drive and a CRT console."2o The Nashua Copycat Organization introduced a new liquid toner transfer plain paper copier.
This medium-volume copier, the 1220-5, incorporates a semiautomatic
document feeder to be fitted, as required, at a later date. Another
plain paper co.pier, the Oc6 1700, is capable of producing thirty-seven^
copies per minute. It accepts originals up to a maximum size of
2l6mm by 356mm. After a warm-up time of 3 minutes, the first copy
is produced after 8Yz seconds.
Copiers became more available during the year, providing competition to their larger duplicator counterparts from both a price and
mobility point of view. According to Sawyer, "Some sentiment seems
to be shifting away from the concept of centralized, high volume
copier duplicators with users walking distances and waiting for service.
Increasing preference is being shown for small copiers strategically located for user convenience."2l Those copiers enjoying considerable
demand are the plain paper copier types. Some of the companies in
the smaller copier business and their machines are: Savin Business
Machines (Savin 770+ 780); 3M (Secretary II); Saxon (Saxon 3);
Canon (Canon NP-50); Dennison (Dennison BC-14); and Xerox
(Xerox 3107 and 3100 LDC). These low-volume copiers range in cost
from $300 to $8,000.
Frederick W. Miller points out a few aspects of the copier market.
"With the number of products available from such a variety of manufacturers, plus the introduction of electronic control technology and
other product innovations, it's a true buyer's market . . . Research In-
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stitute . . . in a late June issue of 'Alert' . . . noted that'the old
workhorses-mimeograph
machines and offset duplicators-have become viable competitors in segments of the copier/duplicator markets
becauseof newer product improvements."22
An innovative application of using a copier was developed in the
state of Utah. By combining the technologies from the American
Bank Note Company and the Copier Division of Canon USA, the Division of Health was able to produce a high-quality, readable document copy that couldn't be forged, copied, or altered. "Two major
forms were developed: a large form for death certificates, a smaller
one for birth certificates. Each form-is bordered by an ornately engraved design, similar to that on currency, that would be difficultif not impossible-to forge. Through an intaglio printing process
(deeply depressed letters), the seal of the State of Utah is impressed
on each. The blank space in the center of the form is over-printed in a
light red screen with a special felb ink that smears should anyone try
an erasure. At the top of the form are two highly engraved circles.
Although they appear to be decorative, they are a final proof against
forgery. Within each circle is a latent image. This image can be seen
only with a powerful glass, or by tipping the form under a strong
light source. This image is produced by special inking techniques and
will not transfer over to a photo-reproduction. To produce a certified
copy, a Canon Copier is used with a liquid toner that forms a permanent image. The blank certificate is fed into the copier along with the
black-and-white original document from the state files. The blackand-white image is transferred to the form, producing for the
requestor a tamper-proof certificate that is official-looking and highly
legible. The raised seal makes it an official, valid document."23
Mitroform M aterinls and Micropublishing
The manufacturing and distribution of nonstandard film continued
to receive considerable attention through the year, with the peak of
interest and discussion at the end of 1977 as a result of action of the
RLMS Standards Committee with regard to the micropublishing program of the Government Printing Office (GPO).
The micropublishing program of the GPO began in 1975 with a
pilot program to distribute microfiche of the Code of Federal Regulations
to twenty-four depository libraries. In 1976 the GPO announced that
the pilot program had been successful and that it would seek approval
to implement a broad micropublishing program. Early in 1977, GPO
received approval and presented its plans to the Depository Library
Council, a group of librarians that has been appointed to advise the
GPO in depository matters.z4 The council made a number of recommendations to GPO but suggested no alteration of the plan to send
nonsilver microfiche to selective depositories.2s The subsequent production contract specified diazo microfiche for the selective depository
libraries.
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At an October meeting, the council considered letters received from
three libraries questioning the decision to distribute nonsilver microfiche. Two members of the council's Micrographics Committee and
the head of the GPO's depository service responded to the written
statements and to statements made at the meeting by Jeffrey Heynen,
chairperson of the RLMS Standards Committee, and other observers.
The response was summarized in ten reasons why the GPO should
not alter its position.
Following the October
Heynen formulated a point-by^meeting,
point response to each of the ten reasons and, in a memorandum
eventually directed to documents librarians in depository libraries belonging to the Association of Research Libraries, presented a different
point of view that subsequently opened the door for broader discussion of the issue. Heynen concludes: "I believe the GPO is wrong in
distributing diazo microfiche to selective depositories and in giving
depositories little choice as to the format of the documents they are to
receive. But I also believe that the GPO is sincerely committed to
operating the depository system in the best interests of the libraries
that make up the system and that it will change its policies where they
conflict with library interests."26
All of this activity prior to the ALA Midwinter Meeting in 1978
generated an overflow crowd at the joint RLMS Standards/RS Micropublishing Committee meeting in Chicago. What the outcome will
be is unclear. On the one side, GPO is going to need much justification to change its policy. On the other, there is a growing number of
people (especially government documents librarians) lobbying for
change.
Underlying the controversy of the distribution of government
documents on diazo is the issue of stability. Though there does not
now exist a standard for stability for diazo film, Adelstein has reported that "progress has been made on the specifications for processed diazo film. It is anticipated that an ANSI specification on this
film will be available in a year."27 A recent test concluded that "the
dye images of diazo films undergo change with time and the rate varies with different products."z8 For some users, stability doesn't matter. According to David Shanks, president of Computer Micrographics
Inc., most fiche are used less than a month among the COM service
company's customers. Shanks, because of the short life span of fiche,
refers to it "as the most visible sign of 'an almost unnoticed evolution'
that has made fiche almost a totally active, rather than archival,
tool."ze Whether or not archival quality is necessary for the film used
in library or other applications is still a matter of considerable discussron.
In last year's review, mention was made of 'Jumbo" fiche. During
1977 it was announced that'Japanese language requirements have led
to the development of Super Jumbo fiche, four times larger than 4"by-7" frche"3o (emphasis added). The final sentence in the announce-
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ment causes one to pause: "The new fiche requires separate readers."
At the Music Library Association annual meeting, Frazer Poole presented comments on preservation for several special types of materials. (l) Film. For master negatives, 3540 percent humidity is suggested. (2) Recordings. Archival collections should be stored in
polyethylene-lined envelopes in compartmented steel or wood shelves,
with dividers from top to bottom. (3) Video and audio tape. These
materials are impermanent; passages may be lost and cross-printing
may occur. Little more can be done than to protect them from stray
magnetic and electrical fields. Karlheinz Stockhausen, the German
composer has said, "I hope and pray every day that they will save the
recordings of most of my works through modern means because I see
that they are deteriorating technically all the time. . . . They should
make archives on this planet to save this music. . . ."at (4) Leather. Sulfuric acid, certain other chemicals, and atmospheric pollutants cause
leather to deteriorate. (5) Vellum. All vellum needs occasional cleaning. (6) Photographic prints. These should be mounted on acid-free
boards or placed in acid-free envelopes, one print per envelope, and
filed flat or vertically. Preservation of photographs is indeed a concern. Ansel Adams notes, "There is a definitJ deterioration in photographic paper. It is partially surface quality and partially inherent defects. It is heart-breaking to feel that the manufacturers are cutting
down the availability of papers and apparently leading toward
ubiquitous plastic-coated sheets."32On the basis of their tests, both
Kodak and Ilford state that their polyetheylene-coated, or RC (resin
coated), papers are impermanent unless stored in the dark at constant
temperature and humidity.
Alkens Drawing Supplies Limited of Sidcup, Kent, claims to be the
first company in the United Kingdom to offer machines and materials
that produce high quality plan and proof copies without the need for
toners, liquid developers, or exposure to ammonia fumes. The
machines employ fluorescent light for exposure and have integral
heat development sections. The materials have all the characteristics
of diazo copying products.33
In the nonfilm area, Microforms International Marketing Corporation has announced that it is the first company in the micropublishing
industry to make available to libraries microfilm that has been protected by an allegedly new film process that supposedly makes fragile
emulsion of silver film scratch and abrasion resistant. According to the
blurb, libraries can pay 5 percent more for microfilm orders and receive "protected" film or pay $2 per reel and send a minimum of fifty
reels to the company and have the "protection" applied to film previously acquired. The blurb claims that Bell Telephone Laboratories
has tested this process and has found that it reduces scratch damage
as much as 99 percent. It is further noted that the process is in use by
many departments of the U.S. government, by twelve foreign governments, and by microfilm users in forty-eight countries, including
Volume 22, Nurnber 3, Summer 1978
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serious consideration. An official policy on the
and should be given
si
purp-o-ses
reproduction of manuscripts and archives for commercial purposes
was adopted by the ACRLBoard of Directors on 3l January 1977.35
Micropublishing of periodicals continues to grow. Last year Pergamon
Press offered all of its 240 scientific, technical, and educational jouriournals in microfiche format as well as paper. ln 1977 thirty more titles
were added tp the list. Edward Gray of Pergamon Press said, "It
seems to me that sooner or later all journal publishers will have to
understand that the microfiche alternative is here to stay."36
The number of libraries subscribing to periodicals in microform is

tion to the problem of space in the library. That problem can only be
solved by microforms.."38 Though this statement could be criticized as
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reduction of binding costs, (6) reduction of theft and mutilation, (7)
reduction of replacement costs, (8) ease of handling oversize newspapers and periodicals. The disadvantages usually cited center around
lhe.cost, upkeep, and space needs of the reading and duplicating

svstems analvsts and administrators.ao A microfiche collection of vendor literature, including catalogs, accompanied by a three-part printed
index is available from Microform Review. Inc.al The fourth edition
of the Intermountain Union List of Serinls, produced on microfiche only,
contains more than 51,000 entries from holdings of library collections
throughout Arizona and Nevada.a2 On the foreign scene' all fifty
Batsford titles in the Architectural Press microfiche edition became
available in 1977 a3 Beginning January 1978, British BoohsIn Print will

ment.

warehousin g facilities."aE
'marriage' between
Exelbert and Badler indicate that "the so-called
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micrographics and data processing has been consumated in many
ways. Computer output microfilm is the most obvious one. Computer-assisted files management is another. Computer input microfilm
is in the experimental stage. . . . Through this marriage, micrographics is getting more and more acceptance in sectors that until
a few years ago thought of microfilm only as something on which old
copies of newspapers were stored. . . . A U.S. consulting firm expects
the total [installed COM systems] to approach 4000 by 1980. . . . The
undisputed trend is upward."ae
From an education and training point of view, some interesting
things. happened in. the.industry.. Mo_re collegep a1d universities are
now giving courses in micrographics. More service firms and in-house
micrographic departments are setting up micrographics training programs and work experience for the handicapped.so A micrographics
lecture kit "designed to aid an instructor in developing four to five
hours of lecture material on micrographics courses" was developed by
the National Micrographics Association.sr Bruning Microfilm Corp.,
working with the Metropolitan Regional Council TV Network, aired a
microfilm presentation over closed circuit TV. "The purpose of the
program was to provide an introduction to microfilm, retrieval techniques, equipment quality control, and a detailed description of applications in use, today, in municipalities throughout the country."sz
A clue to the health of the industry can be discovered by looking at
professional associations. The National Micrographics Association
(NMA) continues to grow and has a membership of approximately
8,000 members.53 During the year NMA, in a special session at its
midyear meeting in Dallas, approved a proposed "Mission Statemenr"
and a set of ten "General Objectives." In the words of the mission
statement, "the purpose of the National Micrographics Association is
to serve its members in developing and promoting effective uses of
micrographics, including interfaces with other information processing
technologies for the effective storage, transfer and use of information."sa The ten general objectives are impressive and commendable.
Arnold Keller writes of the Dallas meeting: "It was encouraging to
find a noticeable increase in the number of management people involved in information processing in attendance at the recent micrographics conference and exposition in Dallas. It's a credit to the
persistency of microfilm-and
its advocates-that its potential in information processing is belatedly coming to the forefront. . . . The potential benefits are enormous. It could be a very rewarding investigation. Exciting things are happening."ss Infosystemsfinds "a srrong nore
of optimism characterized the recent NMA conference. . . . The conference theme 'Dynamics of Micrographics,' was amplified by . . . Dr.
D. M. Frey . . . noting that dynamics is the Greek word meaning 'the
state of that which is not vet fullv realized'. . . . He alluded to the industry's proven track record, a rise from $100 million in 1960 to more
than a billion in 1976. He predicted a $2.S billion businessby 1980."56
.
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"NMA is healthy," according to its treasurer' "It had a $500'000
surplus at the end of l9?6."5iGordon Banks assertsthat the industry
is ficing challenges "coming from the government or from emerging
new teJhnologiei competiti;e with mic-rographics" and suggests that
"the industry [uy -ot. attention to the source document world'"58
Infosystem'sseventh annual surve'
use of micrographics. Of 2,093 firn
33.3 percent are now using microfi
use them, and 37 Percent are evi
teresting highlights of the survey al
ing firms have no rnicrographic de1
version (COM) was the most oftel
service used; (3) microfiche was the most used type of microform; (4)
silver film was by far the mosr used type of film; (5) for duplicating
purposes, the types of film used ranked diazo (66'6 percent), silver
(32.i1pe...n$, and vesicular (19.3 percent)'5e
On'the foreign scene the year saw considerable discussion atrout
possible changei of philosophy and structure in the lnternational Milrographic C"ongress, d.uii"g with such matters as organizational
structure, meetlngs of the eiecutive group, membership dues, the
and the Newsletter. The purposes of the changes are to reJournal,
"vitalize
the organization and to inable it to benefit the world's micrographics community. The hoPe
taining members around the world
the United Kingdom's National Re
tion received a welcome continuing
1978.51Brazil has a bleaker pictur<
there are 1,300 micrographic instal
20 percent are operab"le it uny one time trecause of l1c\ of-parts, repaii personnel, maintenance procedures, or training.62 In the rest of
bential and South America, micrographics has a long way.to go'
Though the U.S. was the pioneer mais market for micrographics and
contin'ues to be the largest user, the rest of the world is catching-up-at
an ever-increasing pui., u..otding to Exelbert and Badler'63 The
development. The
Japanese domestic"rnarket still neeJs considerable
ieit of Asia, except for Australia, is still undeveloped.Ga.
Lest the readei be thinking that all is roses in the micrographics industry and lest the foregoin[ t,rtt ttt. unwary into a false sense of seis everyone's salvation, attention is drawn to
curitf that micrographfi
two statemetrtr ofth| year. William Hawken warns of the "paper glut"
being superseded by a "microform glut," pointing.out that miconceived as a solution to library
.tofo"r-r, which were originally
"rnanynew problems. "we. have solved the
problems, have generated
microforms, and in-a great variproducing
upon
problems attendint
ity of ways. We have not iolved the problems of using them"'65 Her'bert S. naitey assuages the book-lovir's f,ears that the printed word
.,We all know what a book is. A magnetic tape
may be on iti way oit:
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is not a book. A microfilm or microfiche is not a book, though it
has some booklike attributes. A floppy disk is nor a book. I have
heard people say that they love books, but somethiqrg there is that
dogsn't love a floppy disk-or
a microfilm, or a magnetic tape. Still
they have their uses. . . . Perhaps that is a meaningful distinction.
Books are read or sometimes used; microforms, tapes, and disks are
only used. There is no love in them."66
Mitro graphic E quipment and P rocesses
The 1977 Supplement to the Cuide to Micrographic Equipment was
edited for the first time by someone other than Hubbard Ballou.
Daniel M. Costigan, the new editor, rightfully pays tribute to Ballou
who, as editor of the Guide from its inception in 1g59, built it from a
single volume to a three-volume standaid work in the micrographic
industry. The Guide over rhe years has been invaluable in "aisisling
management in the planning process. A heartfelt "thanks" to Hub
upon his retirement from this position. Costigan has promised to follow in the same fine tradition as the previous editions.st
The following microform readers, which were introduced as new in
1977, are worthy of note. In February, Datagraphix announced the
DataMATE 80, claiming 40 percenr more brightness,over previous
models with "resolution nearly doubled and a new screen surface
[that] improves contrast."68 The Datagraphix DataMATE 100 reader with
an eleven-by-fourteen-inch screen uses a nine-by-thirteen-inch desk
space and boasts of an option for dual fiche carriers and a series of
interchangeable lenses. (This reader probably has more potential use
in COM catalog applications than in a standard reading room.) An
analysis of the readers at the twenty-sixth NMA conference in Dallas,
Texas, reveals a trend toward minimizing the physical dimensions of
microfiche readers by reducing the screen size and magnification,
especially for COM application. The following companies have marketed "z/+ size" versions of their otherwise familiar readers or added
smaller models: Agfa Gevaert, Bell and Howell, Bruning Division of
Addressograph-Multigraph, D.O. Indusrries, Microphax Agents, NCR,
Northwest Microfilm Inc., and Realist. DataView, Inc., proposed a
"works under the counter" microfiche reader dubbed the Data View
Cube, which could be dropped into a desk counter top or any work
station where the operator is an integral part of the system.6e.Protdctive glass over the screen allegedly makes it nearly impossible to
obstruct the display with ambienr light. Micro Design his added a
prism to provide "Optical Image Rotation" on rhe "930."70 Alpine Micrographics Corporation in Alpine, Utah, a newcomer in the field,
Fgun marketing its 16 and 35mm MicroViewer featuring a tilt-down
film loading system. This reader has nonsrandard film path and boasts
of 3O-degree reading angle, motorized film rransport, high resolurion
optics,- 360-degree image rotation, and maintenance ease, among
other features.Tr The GAF Corporation announced the addition to iti
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line of the table-top GAF 7810 DMR microfiche reader. It is available
in either single or dual lens capacity and can accommodate COSATI,
DOD, or COM formats at magnifications of either 24,32,42,<>r 48x.72
Library TechnologyReports(LT-R) gives detailed results of te.stsapplied
to micrographics equipment including evaluations of f<rur readers:
Belf and Howell 16-35 Microfilm Reader, Dukane 27A25 Microfilm
Reader, Kodak Startech Microfilm Reader, and the Xerox Model 350
Microfilm Reader.?3There is also a report of a test performed by the
National Reprographic Centre for documentation (NRCd) of the FUJI
RFP2 Microfiche Reader. This reader is not currently distributed in
the United States but is available in Zug, Switzerland. The machine,
available for some time, represents the small, portable, lightweight
genre of microform readers. This test, though performed by NRCd, i.s
reported in LTR as a result of an exchange agreement between the
two organizations.Ta Speaking of evaluation of micrographic equipment, Realist, Inc., began offering a Reader Evaluation Kit purported
to be a guide to selecting the right microform reader for different
applications. The kit includes a reader specification checklist and a
copy of the Auerbach Microform Reports on Realist Vantage series
readers.TsEven though this is a marketing device, it could be quite
useful.
Four pieces of equipment that might be classified as "readers" were
introduced in the literature during the year. A hand viewer used by
Xerox maintenance personnel for reading data when servicing the
Xerox 9200 copier is now offered for sale.76Keyan lndustries, Inc.,
has a lSx hand-held viewer accepting NMA 24x and 42x fiche and
jackets.T?A projector intended for group viewing of microfiche was
introduced by Realist, Inc. Called "The Seminar," it claims to project a
bright, clear image and accommodate flat film formats in a variety of
m a g n i f i c a t i o n s . T sA r e a d i n g m a c h i n e f o r m a p m i c r o f o r m s w i t h a
screen size of fifty-eight by forty-three centimeters, usually used in
conjunction with paper copy on a map table, has been built by Microfilm Engineering Co. in Macclesfield, Cheshire, England. The
screen rotates 90 degrees and is large enough to take map areas of
l:10000, l:2500, and l:1250.7e
A full-page ad on the back cover of a major journal seems to be
making an indirect comment on either the pricing of the Information
Design 20 I reader or the microform subscription of the Neu Yorh
Tirnes.T!r'e reader is offered free if a two-year subscription to the Neu;
Yorh Times on microfilm and the New Yorh Times Index is purchased.
On the reader-printer scene, a few developments are noteworthy.
At the twenty-sixth NMA conference, OCE lndustries, Inc., showed
the 3750 enlarger-printer, which produces prints up to thirty-four by
forty-four inches from aperture cards, roll film, and fiche jackets,
and the 3670 universal import reader-printer, which makes prints
from fiche or roll fi1m.80 Canon announced an electrostatic readerprinter called the Canorama Printer 370. Some of the features include
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printer, the 740, based on the 660 copier, which makes llain plp-er
iopies. It accepts 24x to 48x fiche and sells for under $4,000.83 The
3M Company's new model 500L reader-printer claims modifications

trons.
An interesting ad from Apollo Microfilm Products was headed "Microfilm Supplies at Micro Sized Prices 4OVaSavings." This ad specified
reader-prinier paper for 3M Models 400 and 500 reduced in price by
40 percent. It also boasted of savings on prices for the Model 400 and

which are important in assessing the comparative performances of
these machines; and third, to evaluate those machines which are now
available on the market."8? At the NMA twenty-sixth conference, updated versions of Microtrra's MS-2A microfiche printer and the D-l lA
diazo developer were shown.88 3M introduced an easy-to-use system
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for duplicating fiche. The Duplifiche Developer is a compact, sheetto-sheet developer for dry-diazo and vesicular microfiche that have
been exposed in the Duplifiche Printer or other manual exposing device.se
Saffady's survey of microfilm cameras provides a survey of features
and functions of currently available rotary, planetary, and step-andrepeat microfilm cameras, including a description of features that
simplify camera operation and enhance versatility.eo Among the more
prominent product announcements at the NMA conference were a
step-and-repeat fiche camera using Dry-Silver Technology by 3Mer
and a portable microfilm camera that permits reproduction of documents in their own card catalog by the Alpa Group.e2 The latter is yet
another attempt by two French Canadian librarians to make 35mm
single lens reflex cameras practical for bibliographic work.
New processes having possible library applications emerging during
the year include a system for embossing color image information on a
strip of clear thermoplastic film by Michael T. Gale and Karl Knop of
Laboratories RCA, Zurich. This system claims the advantage of no
dyes to fade, which would be ideal for archival storage.e3 The IZON
Model 200 reader system, sometimes called the "fly's eye" system and
also known as the "distributed optics" system, received considerable attention during the year but apparently registered no sales. William L.
Wallace extols its virtues,ea and Masucci discusses the technology from
the point of view of optical design considerations, illumination requirements, and the need for mechanical precision.es This system
promised a "$5" portable microfiche reader when it was first announced, a figure that is way off target now by a large factor. As
Napier pointed out last year, this process will have limited, if any, library application unless the library is willing to rerecord all microform
holdings or to purchase whatever IZON film publications may eventually appear on the market.e6 For the instant production of jacketed
microfilm (which can be used in microfiche readers), Bell and Howell's
new Micle 1200 copier process is of interest. Strips of l6mm film are
delivered dry and processed in lVz minutes. Each strip contains twelve
images, which are then inserted into microfilm jackets using a jacket
loader. The Micle 1200 requires no plumbing or special power supPly't'
An idea introduced at least twice before has been reintroduced, and
indications are that it is catching on. Though the idea is not new, the
marketing is aimed this time at the photographic library manager and
picture editor. A 3M machine called the "automatic darkroom" is able
to produce a photographic print from a negative in twenty-four seconds. The system, called the 3M 277 Enlarger Printer, uses dry silver
paper. Half-tone prints or transparencies measuring 8Yz-try-l2Yz
inches are made from 35 or l6mm negatives on reel or individually
mounted. The machine reportedly accepts microfiche up to eight by
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seven inches. All negatives can be viewed on a twelve-by-sixteen-inch
screen.e8

byte
cost basis,film wins 4:1.r00
' R e per
l a t ebloc
d
to computer software and data bases is
copyright. Should these be protected? Yes, according to a
of CONTU. The subcommittee said software and data
legal protection in the form of a copyright rather than a

the issue of
subcommittee
bases deserve
patent.r0l

Application, Audioaision, F acsimile

lic Library, and Hibbing Public Library; Chicago Public Library; Broward County, Florida, Public Library; Denver Public Library; Birmingham Public and Jefferson County Free Public Library; Fairbanks,
Alaska, North Star Borough Public Library; West Virginia Library
Commission; and Houston Public Library. John North, of the Ryerson

Ryerson's collection size was roughly 175,000 items. The Los Angeles
County Library (LACPL) will become one of the nation's largest COM
catalogs to date as it completes conversion of its 350,000-title,
4-million-volume book collection plus entries for periodicals, AV materials, and government publications to machine-readable form.
LACPL expects to amortize the cost of the COM system over the first
two years of operation.lo3 The Arrowhead Library System selected Library Interface Systems, Inc., for the data mangement and film pro-
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duction and Information Design ROM 3 COM terminals as the retrieval equipment to provide a union catalog of the three libraries in
the system.loaA useful annotated bibliography lists recent books, articles, and reports relating to existing and potential library applications
of COM technology in North America.r0s Related to this subject is a
system announced by Information Retrieval Systems Corp., the
Strobe/Search 100. It is another way to automate the card catalog
without going to an on-line system, or it ca.n act as an interim step
toward implementing an on-line system. Briefly, the system uses
l05mm roll film just as it comes from the COM recorder. The desk'top
search unit [reader] with a full-size screen can accommodate approximately 650,000 pages or 5 billion characters. Its operating controls are connected by cable from a separate module and can be
placed on either the left or right side of the search unit. It has multiple lens capability.t06
One of the most complete descriptions of a specific COM application is that of the computerized acquisition system of the General Library, University of California at Berkeley. After running the manual
and computerized systems parallel for three months, the library is now
relying on the computerized system as its basic means for financial
and bibliographic control of order and in-process records.roT
Applications related to micrographics, copying, and graphic communications should be noted. Michael Thomas of PRC Information
Sciences suggests the use of bar codes for fiche ID systems, stating
that "more intelligence coding for fiche systems is inevitable. . ." He
describes different readers that may be used, "including handheld
light pens. ."108Image Systems, Inc., contributes to automated retrieval with its ISI 5000 computer-controlled automated fiche retrieval
and display system. It contains up to 180,000 fiche pages of information, any one of which may be selected and displayed in three seconds.roe U.S. Nezls and World Report tried electronic publishing for the
first time. In summary, the system works as follows: The computerized scanning system converts photos into the same kind of digital information that computers use to produce type. The photoscanning device allows magazine editors to see each page complete,
with text, headlines, and pictures, before it is transmitted via satellite
to three printing plants located in other states. The editors use a
video-display terminal (VDT) and a keyboard attached to a television
screen. Letters appear on the screen when the keys are struck. A
computer to which the set is connected allows writers to drop words
or insert full sentences without retyping old copy.llo Other applications include: (l) A microfiche projector linked with automatic synchronised sound, which may stimulate the trend to use microforms in
education. Studer-Revox introduced a prototype Audiocard at the Didacta A-V Exhibition in Brussels in 1974. The first production models
are being used in Europe.rlr (2) A new method of storing visual information on a two-by-two-inch transparency. Introduced by Berkey
Volum.e22, Number 3, Summcr 1978
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K*L Custom Services, the technique allows for the photographing of
sixteen conventional 35mm slides so that they can all be incorporated
into one transparency and projected simultaneously. By including the
slide mount on this "superfiche," the projected image displays the
slide as well as the data on each mount, which might include the

progress upward toward a defined set of learning objectives.rra (5)
Holographit fiche announced by Holofile Industries Ltd. The heart of
the system is the Holofile memory, which stores uP to 200 million bits
of binary data on a four-by-six-inch holographic fiche. The fiche contains thousands of individual holograms, each of which stores
thousands of data bits-the contents of an optical data page. The
Holofile Data Terminal consists of a reader that houses the Holofiche
memory, a laser, an optical sensing array, associated electronics, plus a
key/pad display for addressing the memory. Holofile readers sell for
under $500, and Holofiche memories can be replicated for a few cents
each.r15(6) Laser recording. Laurence Stockett expects to see both digital and analog recording in the near future, specifically within ten
years (a) a micrographic "videodisc" playback unit built somewhat like
a fiche reader and projecting an optical signal that is converted back
to a video signal; (D) rollfilm----optical tape transports that are comPatible to magnetic tape transports but with far more compactability; (c)

eration of packaging for this useful microformat.)
Since Betamax made its debut, there has been a lot of activity on
the home video recording scene. According to Ken Winslow,
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dated with audiovision equipment and technologies. Prototypes
abounded. Many companies from around the world exhibited their
version of the Betamax. Limitations of the early Sony Betamax include the shortness of the tape (program time maximum is one hour)
and the price ($1,300). Philips developed a longer playing system (130

a slower-speed cassette that doubles the playing time to four hours'
One targei for getting these long-playing video systems (LVR) on the
market ii the end of tg7g. Who witt win the home video market race?
Which company(s) will the prince kiss and bring to life to capture this

are necessary in order to accommodate it."r26 (Still another delay in
getting the disc on the market.) Regional marketing, with players, is
Volu'rne22" Nwnabcr3, Summer 1978
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planned for fall of 1978. Promises continue to be made by Philips/
N,ICA. Their Discovision was to be marketed regionally in the spring
of 1977. AEG-Telefunken of Germany is still trying to find licensees
ready to venture into the U.S. market with its TeD videodisc player.127
Meanwhile we wait.
And finally, under audiovision, a Swisswatchmaker has developed a
watch that is scheduled for the market in 1978. It performs six distinct functions: it shows the exact time (month, day, hour, minute,
second); it shows your pulse rhythm and your body temperature;
there is a miniature calculator that will perform the four basic arithmetic operations; it includes a radio without loudspeaker but with
headphones; finally, a 2.5-centimeter television screen is positioned on
the face of the watch, with a black-and-white picture said to be extremely clear.128
The facsimile area was marked by a modicum of activity. A roundtable discussion cosponsored by Infosystemsand the Rapifax Corp. on
the topic "Facsimile in the Information Systems and EDP Environment" brought forth the suggestion of something called "verbal mail,"
a system that permits the concentrating of messages in a "black box,"
arrangement by priority, and the sending of the appropriate message
to the receiver by pushing a button. "Timeliness and the sure delivery
of the document are what we are buying." "Tele-conferencing" was
spoken of by some participants. For example, one company established tele-conferencing, "combining voice and facsimile, voice teleconferencing for wire dedicated rooms, overhead speakers, microphones and a Bell system, and associatedwith these rooms primarily
was a Rapifax 100 system." The system broadcasted simultaneously over
fourteen terminals to locations in other states.l2eNorm Anderson presents a summary of facsimile: its methods, its uses, the state of the art,
and its future. He quotes a report from International Resource Development, Inc., which estimates that the number of facsimile transreceivers installed in the U.S. will exceed 200,000 by the end of 1977
and will likely reach 500,000 within l0 years. There is a "need for faster transmission," he claims, "and all manufacturers are exploring it,
as they are the use of facsimile equipment in direct tie-ins with computers for transmission and reception of data."130Another area under
investigation is facsimile transmission from microforms. John R. Hansen notes that a limiting factor to the facsimile industry "has been lack
of industry standards resulting in equipment incompatibility among
the fax manufacturers."l3l He acknowledges that this problem will
eventually be eliminated as standards are adopted and met. The Consultative Committee for International Telephone and Telegraph
(CCITT) has adopted standards for six-minute, three-minute, and
portions of one-minute facsimile.
Some specific fax services and applications were reported in the literature. John R. Hansen also reported a fax service that was expected
to begin in the fall of 1977. This service, offered by SP Communica.9R
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tions, will include the communications as well as the terminals. The
company is offering both a slow-speed machine and a high-speed
subminute terminal. The inexpensive one is $42 per month and includes twenty pages of transmissions.For more than twenty pages, the
price can be eighty cents per page for fifteen-minute delivery or forty
cents for overnight. 3M has introduced the Express 9600, a highspeed, subminute transceiver that will also double as a low-volume
office copier. It will transmit an average 300-word business letter in
about 20 seconds. This is supposedly the only other machine besides
Rapifax that will transmit in less than.one minute.l32 The reader interested in facsimile equipment will find eight types of machines
briefly described in a product guide that identifies some of the facsimile manufacturers.rss Matsushita Electric has developed a new type
of television set that can deliver a printed messageto the living room.
An "ink-jet system that weighs less than a golf ball and is smaller than
a book of matches" is the full-color printing mechanism in the Television Multiplex Facsimile. Looking like an ordinary home TV, the set
can produce a letter-size page printed in full-color in about two minutes.l3aExperimental applications of TV text and graphic display systems are cropping up throughout Europe. One two-way system,
Viewdata, will be widely tested in 1978 by the British Post Office.
Viewdata's signal emanates from a computer data bank and is transmitted over phone lines. TV receivers translate the signal. A viewer
communicates with the computer via a hand calculatorlike key pad.
About 60,000 frames of information are planned for the test.r35The
Teletext system, created by BBC and British Independent Broadcasting Authority, uses a regular TV receiver but, unlike Viewdata, uses
information fed into regular broadcast signals as code carried in the
vertical interval of the signal. To pick up the signal, the TV receiver
needs a special encoding device.r36Hitachi has developed a prototype
device to reproduce color TV images from black-and-white microfilms
with a'color TV camera. The reproduction device consistsof a singletube color TV camera and monitor. A stripe filter added to the microfilm camera allows the taking of black-and-white images on microfilm that are converted into the three primary colors by the reproduction device and viewed like ordinary TV images.l37A microfiche
image transmission system (MITS) used by the navy is reported on by
William L. Hopkins. The use of the system resulted from the results
of a study that concerned itself with the feasibility of electronic transmission, via satellite link, of standard 24x fiche. The study reportedly
showed that diazo copies can be scanned, that a helium neon laser is
the most efficient source with dry silver film, that 160 lines per inch is
the minimum scanning resolution, and that a single image should be
scanned at one time for maximum efficiency.r38
P ublications, R esear ch, and P r ofessional A ctiu ities
Both the quantity and the quality of the micrographics literature of
Volwnc 22, Number 3, Summer 1978
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1977 are noteworthy. Of the periodical literature, Mirroform Reaicu
(MR) continues to be of most fieneral interest to libraries. Beginning
this year (volume six), MR increased its frequency from quarterly to
bimonthly. During the year major articles appeared dealing with such
matters as rnicrofilmed government documents (an entire issue devoted to this topic), acquisition of microforms (those by Robert Sullivan are most helpful), selecting and teaching the use of microform
reading equipment, and bibliographic control of microforms.
The Journal of Mhrographics, the bimonthly professional magazine
for the membership of the National Micrographics Association, continued in its quality tradition to publish articles oriented toward businessand industry.
Other useful and informative periodical publications that are
noteworthy include the following. The 1977 edition of the Guide to
Microforms in Print: Incorporating Interruttional Microforms in Print saw an
increase in the number of entries by 7O percent.l3e A review of this
important work states that "the access is easier, the layout more presentable, and the typography is clearer."lao Cumulative volumes fbr
lS73-77 of ltleuspapersin Microform are in the preparation stage. A
monthly publication providing abstracts of literature of interest to the
graphic arts industries, Graphic Arts Literature Abstracts (GALA), provides photocopies of the abstracted articles through the use of an
order form.lar NMA announced its 1977 Micrographics Index with
2,227 entries of items in its Resource Center "representing case histories, user evaluations, research and project reports, descriptions of
'how
the
to' of technical processes, directories, state-of-the-art reports
and standards."r42
Other items of interest include articles by Avedon on microfilm
generation and polarity terminology,t" by Jarmy on library microfilm
rates,raaand by Landau on microfiche reader human factors.ra5
Useful monographs of the year include the following: Teague's
nontechnical outline of the possible use of microforms in libraries,
likely to be useful in formulating a microform acquisitions policy;t"
Veaner's compilation of nontechnical sources relating to the historical
a n d a d m i n i s t r a t i v e a s p e c t s o f m i c r o f o r m s i n l i b r a r i e s ; 1 4 7A L A
guidelines for ordering microforms;t48 a third edition of Rice's Ficfte
and Reel;las a basic primer on micrographics and micropublishing by
Williams and Fothergill;lso Horder's report on the image quality of
ninety fiche reports;l5l a text on microform technology and the management of microform projects;152and a report on library photocopying in the U.S. by the National Commission on Libraries and Information science.r53
A number of research activities may be noted. Suzanne Dodson received a grant that will enable her to complete a guide containing descriptions of approximately 200 microfilm sets of general interest and
incorporating details of the contents of each collection along with references to published reviews.rsa Anne Shaw conducted a survey of mi-
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croform equipment in depository libraries. Of 796 libraries, approximately 13 percent did not have a microfiche reader, 38 percent had
no fiche reader/printer, 59 percent lacked a lens to read 48x fiche,
and 9l percent had no fiche-to-fiche duplicator.ls5 Research on the
life expectancy of specific dry silver films under different aging conditions using theoretical projections and actual aging data was performed by Kenneth R. Kurttila. During the period 1966 to 1969,
types EBR and 784 dry silver films were tested. "The conclusion of
these tests is that dry silver films are useful as a storage media [sic] for
many applications such as COM recording. They are capable of enduring a long time using typical office storage conditions. While present data is only 8 to l0 years old, the data supports the predicted 25
or more years of life expectancy."l56A study of the use of the University of Minnesota Library showed that (l) use of the Newspaper and
Microfilm Division went up more than l0 percent last year and (2) the
popularity of the Bio-Medical Library's new photocopy and delivery
service is another indication of the trend by library patrons to rely
more on technology to meet their literature needs.r57
Research continued to revolve around the development of
standards. The developmental process is long and difficult. The encouragement of companies to adhere to the finished standard is sometimes arduous and frustrating. A dialog between Henry Frey, a micrographics user, and Don Avedon, chairman of the NMA Standards
Board, gives a useful overview of the philosophy, mechanics, and user
a d v a n t a g e s o f s t a n d a r d s . 1 5 8T h e s e v e n t h d r a f t o f a d e v e l o p i n g
"American National Standard for Compiling U.S. Microform Publishing Statistics"rsewas published. The purpose of this standard "is to
provide a uniform method for compiling statistics on the number of
microform titles published. The format in which the titles are published, or whether the titles are original microform publications or republications, are secondary considerations that serve to further identify the microform titles published." A new standard that specifiesthe
method for measuring screen luminance. image contrast. and screen
reflectance of microform readers having translucent or built-in
opaque screens up to forty-six by sixty-one centimeters (eighteen by
twenty-four inches) was published.l60 About midyear Francis Spreitzer
was selected to chair the 239 Subcommittee 33 to continue work on
the "Proposed American National Standard for Bibliographic Information for Microfiche Headers." For several reasons, progress on this
proposed standard had come to a standstill. The new committee has
changed several aspects of the proposed standard including the title,
which now reads "Proposed American National Standard for Information on Microfiche Headers." The,proposed standard was to be balloted on in early 1978. E. Dale Cluff, chairperson of the ALA Micropublishing Committee's Subcommittee on the Monitoring of Microform Advertising, gave a progress report at the Chicago Midwinter
Meeting. He reported that, to date, committee members had conVolume22, Number 3, Summer 1978
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tacted seventy micropublishers about their use of ANSI Standard
239.26-1975 on the advertising of micropublicarions. Several micropublishers expressed appreciation for the efforts of the commirree

through use may be purchased at nominal cost."161This statement
m a y n o t _b e c o m p l e t e l y s a t i s f a c t o r y f o r b o t h m i c r o p u b l i s h e r s a n d
buyers of microforms, but it certainiy comes close to a statement that
might be used as a prototype.
During the year the American
During
Ameri,
National Standards Institute and the
National
ltional Micrographics Association were hosts for the sixteenth meet-
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Third Annual Library Microform Conference was held in San Francisco. (4) A joint conference of the Institute of Reprographic
Technology and the National Reprographic Centre for documentation
was held in Hatfield, Herts, United Kingdom.
Some developments during the year regarding bibliographic control
of microforms are noteworthy. The ALA Micropublishing Committee's Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Bibliographic Control of Microforms,
with Robert Grey Cole as chairperson, submitted a proposal to the

formation Science, and National Endowment for the Humanities will
meet along with some micropublishers to discuss a working paper
prepared by the Subcommittee on Bibliographic Control.
At the ALA Annual Conference in Detroit the Resources Section

works or reproductions of existing works, and therefore recommended that-footnote 4 to the list of General Material Designations be
deleted. It was noted that there are problems in several areas of chap-
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ter l3 because examples, derived from existing catalog records, do not
distinguish between the original and its microreproduction.r65
The attempt here has been to provide representative rather than
comprehensive reporting of developments in a year of considerable
interest and activity in the world of copying, micrographics, and
graphics communications, and the author sees no reason to predict
less activity or growth in 1978. The new copyright law will receive
considerable attention in 1978. The macrocopying industry will adjust
to the new law, as users better define what and in what quantities can
be duplicated. Microform equipment will conrinue to roll off the production lines with more emphasis placed on low-cost, lightweight
portable units. More libraries will substitute microform periodicals for
paper copies by converting retrospective runs or by entering simultaneous subscriptions or both. More Iibrary administrators will look to
microforms as one reasonable alternative to the space problem. Library schools will move closer to offering the option to students of
specializing in micrographics. Professional associations dealing with or
incorporating micrographics into their programs will continue to attract large audiences. Standards organizations will continue to feel the
need for developing standards. New processeswill be developed.
More libraries will move closer to closing their card catalogs in favor
of COM or some other automated system. The use of video will grow,
especially in the home market. The facsimile industry will move toward more standardization and faster transmission. The literature related to copying, micrographics, and graphic communications will continue to be extensive.
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Developmentsin Seriols: 1977
JoHu R. Jnuns
Head, Seriak Diaision
Uniaersity of W ashington Libraries
Seattlc, Washington

Introduction
SEVENTY-SEVEN has been a watershed year for seNTINETEEN
I \ rials. A number bf familiar projects and programs affecting serials

the International Standard Bibliographic Destiption for Seriak (ISBD[S)
has been completed. Reports of the Task Force on a National Periodicals System and the Library of Congress Network Advisory Group
were issued. The first stage of the CONversion of SERials Project
(CONSER I) has been completed. These evenrs, togerher with preparation for compliance with the new copyright act, have given serialists
a great deal to digest. Nineteen seventy-seven has been a year for experimenting and examining. As if any impetus were needed, increasing costs, decreasing purchasing power, and increased demand for access to information have left serials librarians anxious to investigate
and use the new products and methods made available this year for
improved serials control.
Economicsand Acquisitions Trends

programs has become just another of those tricks of the trade that
every respectable serialist is expected to pull out of some back pocket
whenever needed. It will, therefore, come as no surprise that serials
librarians were required to repeat this performance in 1977 as sub-

.
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scription prices continued to increase. However, serialists everywhere
may take some solace from the fact that the projected decrease in the
rate of inflation predicted by Dessauer and attested to by Faxon's December 1976 figuresr has become reality. Prices have continued to increase but at a slower pace-an encouraging trend indeed.

to single-digit inflation for periodicals. Blackwell reports an even more
dramatic reduction in the rate of inflation for British journals-a drop
from 28.3 percent for 1976 to 17.3 percent for 1977.3 Blackwell assumes thar this decrease would have been reflected in rates for
foreign journals but for the weakening of the pound sterling. Clasquin's 1975-77 figures corroborate these findings, showing a definite
decrease in the rate of inflation for 1977 over 1976.4 In addition,
Clasquin reports a decrease in the percent of titles supplied by F' W.
Faxon Company that have increased in price. Clasquin attributes this
decrease to a moderation of price increases for scientific journals but
cautions that this moderation may merely reflect publishers' serious
concern for how much the market will bear, rather than the introduction of any overall cost controls in response to the national inflation
rate. In fact, an examination of Faxon's figures through December
1977 (reflecting approximately three-fourths of the agency's dollar
volume businesi) dCmonstrates an increase in both the rate of inflation and the number of titles affected for the volume year beginning

to academic libraries in the form of federal grants to support the purchase of scientific library materials, just as such grants are given to
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at inflated institutional rates or to subscribe to overpriced and underused journals. Publishers, however, do not exercise the complete control over their environment implied in De Gennaro's article. Inflation
affects costs related to publishing, just as it does other industries, and,
as in other industries, these rising costs are usually passed on to the
consumer. Fry and White, in their study of the economic interaction
between the publishers of 2,459 American research journals and libraries, report that overall such publishers are experiencing depressing financial conditions.s-r0 If the survival rate of journal titles was
based solely on the decisions of the marketplace, the resulting imbalance in the economic environment would severely damage the notfor-profit sector of the publishing industry and pose a serious threat
to scholarly publication in certain fields. Simply put, price increasesby
some journals may lead indirectly to cancellation of other journals,
just as rising serial costs in many instancesresult, not in mass cancellation of serials, but in reduction of the book budget. Statisticalsupport
for this assumption is provided in Clasquin's figures for title activity
by price range.tt
Is there no solution then? Must we simply watch helplessly as our
purchasing power decreasesat the expense of service to our users? Although not as dramatic as the consumer tactics suggested by De Gennaro, solutions are being sought at all levels. Serialists are takin6; an
increased interest in the use of price indexes as an aid in collection
management. In a recent article, Lynden provides an excellent survey
of the extent, development, and use of price indexes. He points out
the necessity for acquisitions librarians to familiarize themselves with
past and current research on materials prices and underscores the
importance of local price studies to collection analysis.12Many serials
librarians are taking a hard look at the financial management techniques and systems offered by various agencies. Time and personnel
costs prohibit the local implementation of sophisticated financial controls to all but the very large research libraries, which have access to
computer support. A number of American book and periodical
dealers can now offer customized price reports for individual libraries.
Since 1974, F. W. Faxon Company has offered its customers
average-price information by subject over a three-year period on the
periodicals the company supplies to them. Blackwell of North America
and Baker & Taylor offer similar price data for continuations on an
annual basis.Judicious use of such studies can contribute significantly
to the serialist's ability to play an active role in collection management
by providing the information needed to maximize the library's serials
funds.
In addition to utilizing vendors as a source of local price data for
tightening fiscal management, a growing number of libraries are investigating other agency services that can assist in holding down personnel costs and increase efficiency. Services offered by two major periodical vendors in the United States are examined in some detail by
.
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for serial material.25 Application of this formula irrrplies heavy reliance
on interlibrary loan and resource sharing. Whethei such an approach
can provide a workable solution for maximizing a particular institution's materials funds depends on whether the library perceives itself
as a research collection or an information service. White clearly defines the contradictory values in these two views and their likely effect
on an institution's response to budgetary pressures.26Advocates of the
former view will seek to insure completeness of the collection through
elimination of duplicates and drastic reduction in the number of new
subscriptions placed, while the latrer view lends itself more readily to
the retention of duplicates, resource sharing, and cooperative acquisitlons programs.
The 1978 edition of The ASLA Report on Interlibrary Cooperation,to be
published in late spring, will be nearly double the size of the 1976 edition, reflecting a dramatic increase in library cooperation. Libraries
are investigating the implications and benefits of formal resource sharing through the formation of various network structures at the state,
regional, and national levels. As we become more dependent on resource sharing to provide access to the growing body of serial literature, such fiormal mechanisms are necessary to monitor cooperative
acquisitions programs and insure speedy documenr delivery. One such
system, the North Suburban Illinois Library System, has inaugurated a
new periodical access program offering services to libraries and systems in both Illinois and elsewhere.2TThe new Metropolitan Periodical Service will provide photocopies of articles from materials in a
number of collections in the Chicago area. In April, the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS) Task
Force pn a National Periodicals System issued its report. The task
force, appointed by NCLIS in November 1975, recommends a rhreelevel program consisting of (l) Iocal, srare, and regional systems responsible for meeting a substantial portion of routine needs, (2) a
comprehensive periodicals collection dedicated for lending and photocopy to meet most of the requests unfilled at level one, and (3) existing
national libraries and special collections serving as a backup for the
first two levels.28Goals for the system include i reduction of the burden on large net lenders of periodicals, substantial improvement of
document delivery, provis.ion of more adequate bibliographic and
physical access to periodical materials, and more efficient use of library funds in providing this access.In its report, the task force proposes that the Library of Congress (LC) be the agency responsible for
the operation of the comprehensive collection of l"evel'two.'At LC's request, the Council on Library Resources is preparing a detailed plan
for implementarion of the national center.2e Th-e study will take eight
months to c_omplete and will contain the technical requirements ior
operation of the center. LC will appoint an advisory group to study
the plan, and, if it is determined that an LC-administered center wiil
provide the most effective means of reaching the goals outlined by the
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task force and if funds are available, LC will assume management responsibility for the center.
It is obvious that any solution to the increased demand for accessto
information in a time of decreasing purchasing power and increasing
personne.l costs will be a combination of responses requiring active
cooperation among libraries, publishers, vendors, and the €iovernment.
Bibliographic Control
The final text of the second edition of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR 2) is at the printer and is expected to appear in the
fall. The format of AACR 2 will be quite different from the first edition. It will contain two parts rather than the present three. There will
be no separate section for nonprint materials. The first part will contain the rules for description and the second part the rules for choice
and form of entry. Even from such a bare-bones sketch of the organi-

ments concerning these specific matters and their implications for serials librarians and has appended a brief annotated bibliography focusing on the more salient points in the development of code revision in
relation to serials.3oThe present rule 6 will not exist in the new code.
There will be no separate rules governing choice of entry for serials.
Instead, one general rule, the new "Rule 1," will set the stage for
choice and form of entry for all materials. Consisting of several parts,
this rule will allow for entry under personal author, provide for corporate authorship through an attempt to define those limited types of
materials that can emanate from a corporate body, and relegate to
entry under title those items not fitting the aforementioned categories.
Simply put, publications representing the collective thought of the
body, publications of an administrative nature dealing with the body
itself, certain legal and governmental works, and publications report-

catalogs at that time will have a great impact on all libraries usingLC-supplied bibliographic data. The resuliing desuperimposition of
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corporate headings and the fact that many serials will span the closing
date are of major significance for serials librarians. Some of the problems that must be dealt with are evident on a small scale already in
the lists of partially and totally desuperimposed headings appearing in
Cataloging Servi.ce.Although LC has stated its intent ro issue corrected
records through the MARC Distribution Service, users of OCLC and
the National Union Catalogs will find most headings affected still
superimposed in these sources. A clear and detailed analysis of the
implications of desuperimposition is presented in a recent study by
McCallum, which examines the effects on libraries of two alternative
approaches that could be taken at LC.32
Serials catalogers everywhere are anxious for any rumors of what
the new rules will look like, as evidenced by attendance at the Midwinter and Annual Conference meetings of the RTSD Serials Section
Ad Hoc AACR Revision Study Commirree. Now that rhe work of the
committee is completed, its chairperson, Judith Cannan, has asked the
Serials Section Policy and Research Committee ro consider its future
role. Serials librarians do not want their only forum for the discussion
of serials cataloging problems phased out of existence simply because
the work of catalog code revision is completed. It was recommended
at Midwinter 1978 that the committee be made a standing commirtee
for the discussion of problems related to all aspects of serials catalogi.g.
With the work of catalog code revision finished for the present and
appetites whetted for the as yet unpublished results of the Cataloging
Code Revision Committee's labors, 1977 has been a year for taking
stock of where we have been and where we are likely to go in terms of
bibliographic control. Entire issues of two library journals have been
devoted to just such topics. The January issue of Library Trends concentrates on the international issues of bibliographic control, discussing developments from Panizzi to AACR 2.tt Puliifer has contributed
an article on the special problems of serials, in which she points out
the wide variation in choice and form of entry and bibliographic description that has existed and continues to exist for serial publications.
Proceedings of the University of Chicago Graduare Library School's
conference on the "Prospects for Change in Bibliographic Control"
are contained in the July issue of Library Quarterly,saand while none of
the papers deal specifically with serials, the issues discussed are pertinent to developments in the bibliographic control of serial publicatlons.
The International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) has come into its
own in 1977. Offrcials of the United Srates Postal Service (U.S.P.S.)
met several times this year with staff of the National Serials Data Program (NSDP) to discuss the possible use of the ISSN as the identification number that U.S.P.S. will require to be printed on all serial publications to be regulated for second-class and controlled-circulation

.
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the CONSER data base.37
After.a year of heady discussionson.bibliographic control, code re.
vlslon, lnternalonal standards, and the like, it is refreshing to be
brought back to earth by an observation from the field. We may be
able to agree on international standards and bibliographic description
for seriaG, but at home we seem far from agreeing on what a serial

mean-neither

more or less."'
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Automation
If for nothing else, 1977 will be remembered by serialists as the
year in which OCLC catalog card production for serials finally became
operational. In mid-fall, serial catalogers across the land could, for the
first time, produce cards from those records they had been able to
view but not fully use for so many months. The system has been
operating for too short a time for grass-roots reaction to have appeared in the literature. However, in the author's experience, serial
cataloging via OCLC can greatly benefit both technical and public
service operations. Despite the seemingly high proporrion of bibliographically poor serial records, judicious use of the system can increase speed and efficiency in the cataloging operation and allow serials catalogers to provide more accurate and detailed local information for the public catalogs.
OCLC has been active in other areas of serials control as well. The
check-in module of OCLC's Serials Control Subsystem has been in use
for over a year now, and a number of small and medium-sized libraries have been experimenting with its use on a full-scale basis.The lack
of claiming and bindery modules, however, has made conversion not
worth the cost and effort for libraries with large serials collections. An
evaluation of the system's effectiveness has not yet appeared. While
the value of on-line check-in to both public and technical service operations is not in question, one cannot help but wonder whether a
centralized system serving a large number of libraries is the most
efficient solution for the on-line management of large masses of detailed and highly individual local recordl. The advantages of a shared
bibliographic data base are obvious; however, the author has seen no
arguments, convincing or otherwise, supporting the need or desirability for an on-line serials record management system to be centralized. These points are raised in a short article by De Gennaro, in
which he points out quite convincingly that such local operarions as
serials control can be handled more efficienrly and effectively with
local minicomputer systems operating in conjunction with network
data bases.3sMany librarians concerned with serials record management have known this for a long time, but few institutions have had
the resources to develop on-line serials control systems on their own.
One exception has been Northwestern University Library, whose online serials control system has been fully operational for more than
two years. A detailed description of the serials module of Northwestern's On-line Total Integrated System (NOTIS) appeared in 1977.ao
However, independent development of local serials systems provides
no satisfactory answer either. With the bibliographic records readily
retrievable from such sources as MARC(S), CONSER, and OCLC archival tapes and the hardware available in the form of minicompurers,
what is needed is someone to develop the software for the library
market in a similar fashion to what the vendors are presently doing
for circulation systems.

.
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Information concerning the immediate future of the CONSER
project has been noticeably absent from the literature of late- CONSER I reached its conclusion in November 1977 as planned. As the
Library of Congress was not yet prepared to take over op€ration of
CONSER II, the project continues in transitional form for an unspecified amount of time.4r During the summer, the Planning Group of
the MARC Development Office completed the functional specifications for the CONSER II system, and the Development Group
analyzed these specifications in order to prepare the necessary manpower estimates for LC's takeover of the project.az As of January
1978, the CONSER data base contained some 200,000 records, more

on thirty 48x microfiche.
In order for a serials data base to serve as a national serials location
system, it will be necessary for individual records to carry more specific location data than the CONSER or OCLC serials records pres-

(MULS) will be used to create an on-line holdings file to serve as the

is still necessary for local and regional holdings data to be compil_ed
and maintained independently of the on-line system. A successful
MINITEX experimeni should assistin eliminating this wasteful duplication of cost and effort.
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A closely related problem concerns the design of holdings statements, including detail, components to be included, and the degree of
automatic manipulation possible. Very little has appeared in the literature regarding this problem. Another first step taken in 1977 is
Grosch's investigation of holdings statements in automated serials systems, which examines this problem in some detail.as
With substantial progress being made in serials automation on so
many fronts, serialists must resist the temptation to sit back and wait
for computerized systems to eliminate all the problems of their present manual systems. Paul takes a look at the reasons for this persistent tendency, concluding that the problem areas resulting in deteriorating control over manual serials processing routines are the same
for both manual and automated systems.a6 Libraries contemplating
automation of any of the manual processes related to serials management must not lose sight of the fact that the advantages to be gained
result primarily from the ability to provide additional services and
products. An inefficiently controlled serials system will be just as unmanageable after automation as before.
Education
The RTSD Serials Section Ad Hoc Committee on Library School
Education for Serials has enjoyed a certain amount of success during
1977. Library educators are becoming increasingly aware of the need
for adequate coverage of topics related to serials management in the
preparation of librarians. At the 1977 Annual Conference of the
American Library Association in Detroit, the committee sponsored a
hearing on serials management and library education jointly with the
RTSD/LED Committee on Education for Resources and Technical
Services. A panel composed of practicing librarians and library
educators discussed the basic requirements for librarians engaged in
serials management and suggested various alternatives for providing
the necessary education through library school courses and continuing
education programs.aT It is no longer a rarity to find library school
curriculum committees discussing these alternatives, and increasing
numbers of programs are attempting to provide for this aspect of library education through courses in serials management, additions to
existing courses, and workshops. Assistance in the latter endeavor is
available in the form of a manual for planning, organizing, and
evaluating serials workshops compiled by the RTSD Serials Section
Regional Serials Workshop Committee.as
The Ad Hoc Committee on Library School Education for Serials is
presently working on an outline of topics needing coverage in serials
courses. At ALA Midwinter 1978, the committee asked to be made a
standing committee, which would continue to provide input and materials for the education of serials librarians. That there is still a long
way to go before the goal of adequate preparation of librarians for
work with serials is reached is evident from the difficulty many institu-
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tions experience in finding satisfactory candidates for serials positions
at all levels.
Seriak Literature and.BibLiographizs
Although librarians are among the most vocal critics of the growing
number of serial publications and increasing subscription costs, some
are loathe to see the profession take a back seat to other groups in the
number and cost of professional journals. Thus in 1977 yet another
library journal has appeared. Libra
is "designed specifically to bring I
and persons within the area of lib
because, in the words of the editr
dealing with library acquisitions arr
their ipproach ro ir.ouid. an appropriate vehicle for dissemination of
such information.
While serialists continue to wait for an ISSN/key title register, the
Chemical Abstracts Service has published the International CODEN Directory.5oThe directory is an ind-ex to all CODEN assigned since introduction of the code in 1954. Available through a license to copy, the
directory is issued on 24x microfiche and contains listings arranged
by COOEN and by title for the some 145,000 publications to which
has been'assigned. The directory is reissued each year and
CblnX
updated at midyear by a supplement. A KWOC index to the titles
listed is included. Among other things
mation concerning title changes an,
Librarians concerned with seriz
welcome two new cornpanions to I
for periodicals and irregular seril
serial titles and title
Qniterty,sr brings up-to-date information on new
.iu.tg.i and cesiations and serves to cover the gap between- the biennial Editions of ulrich's International Periodicals Directory and lrregular
Seriak and Annutk The arrangement follows the format of these two
directories, which it supplements, and the title' title changes,-and cessations indexes are ..r-uluted in each issue. The second publication,
Sourcesof Serials,szis a name authority file for all serial publishers and
co.po.uie authors included in (Ilrbhts International Periodicals Directory
and lrregular Serhk and Annuals. The 63,000 publishers and corporate
bodies ir. a..uttg.d by country with listings -of the serial titles they
publish o. rpo.rr6.. An alphabetical index of the corporate authors
ind publishers providet uci.ts ro the main texr. Both publications include ISSN if available.
A number of indexes to serials literature filling various gaps in
coverage have appeared in 1977. I
that maintain indexes to local and
valuable source of local informati<
indexes of a wide variety of newsl
language papers, church publicati<
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circus and uestern Arnerica. Arranged alphabetically by location under
type of paper, the index provides information concerning the title indexed, dates of coverage, and location of the index repositories, including fees for checking the index for references, photocopy fees,
and interlibrary loan regulations.
Another index of local information is the Directory of State and Local
History Periodicals.saThe directory lists currently published state and
local history periodicals and major local history journals, which, although ceased, are indexed in national sources. Arranged by state
with a title index, the directory also provides information on published and unpublished indexes to these periodicals. Most of the titles
listed do not appear in Ulrich's International Period,icalsDirectory.
Among the specialized subject guides to periodical literature is Periodicak on the Socialist Countries and on Marxisrn.ss A new edition of English Language Periodicak on Cotnmunisrn, the index provides annotations
for periodicals in English concentrating on "subject matter of concern
to students of communism whose interest lies in the social sciences,
humanities or related fields." The index contains a geographical reference index by title and lists selected bookstores and agencies in the
United States that handle subscriptions to serials published in socialist
countrres.
Coplright
The new copyright act was signed into law on October 19, 1976,
and became effectiveJanuary l, 1978. During 1977, librarians spent a
great deal of time and energy reading, writing, and talking about the
effects the new law is likely to have on library operations. Throughout
all these conferences, workshops, symposia, and articles one thing is
strikingly clear: there are no pat answers to most of the questions
being asked. The issues involved are complex, and the experience of
the next few years will be very important to the interpretation of the
law itself.
Serialists, of course, are particularly interested in the effects the new
law will have on networking, interlibrary loan, and cooperative acquisitions as they relate to collection management. In regard to serials, the
CONTU guidelines on photocopying for interlibrary loan state, in effect, that if a library finds it necessary to request more than five copies
of articles from a title less than five years old, it ought to have a subscription to that periodical. Beyond this, the library would need to secure the permission of the publisher and perhaps pay royalties. The
National Technical Information Service and the Association of American Publishers are both involved in the setting up of clearinghouses
for royalty payments for the photocopying of copyrighted works, and
the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science is
funding a study to analyze library photocopying and the computer use
of copyrighted works and to examine a royalty payment mechanism.
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The long-range effects of the new law on interlibrary cooperation remain to be seen.
Librarians should familiarize themselves with the law and guidelines
and keep alert for additional commission reports and administrative
procedures being issued. The copyright act provides for a review of
the library copying provisions in 1982 and a report from the Register
of Copyrights concerning the intended balancing of the rights of
owners and the needs of users. In this regard, librarians must monitor
library services affected by the copyright law to determine whether
user access to information is being impaired, either directly or indirectly, as a result of compliance with the act. An attorney and a librarian, both knowledgeable concerning copyright, attempt to throw some
light on these complex issues in the May 1977 cover story of American
Libraries, which contains the text of the "Fair use" (107) and "Reproduction by libraries and archives" (108) sections of the new law.56
Sum.rutry
Many of the major activities that have dominated the serials scene in
recent years reached significant stages in their development during
1977. Although the results of these endeavors have not provided instant solutions for the problems of serials management, serials librarians now have at hand some new and useful tools to apply to the control and development of serials collections. It is somewhat ironic that
as advances in the control of processing and bibliographic access for
serials progress at an ever-increasing rate, the ability to produce and

problems of cooperation and resource sharing at all levels. The years
ahead should be interesting ones for serialists as we watch developments in bibliographic control, automation, the emerging national periodical system, and effects of copyright legislation on resource sharing. Serialists will find their roles changing and expanding as the increasing demand for access to information breaks down the lines of
form and function that have governed so much of our activity.
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Resourcesin 1977
Fnennnrcr C. LvuorN
A ssistant Uniaersity Librarian
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Providence, Rhode I sland

tTtHE NATIONAL COMMISSION on Libraries and Information
I Science (NCLIS) recommendation to establish a National Periodicals Center and the American Library Association Preconference
Institute on Collection Development were two major resource events
of 1977, a year that emphasized resource sharing and collection
analysis. In April the NCLIS Task Force on a National Periodicals
System released its recommendation for the establishment of a National Periodicals Center,l and in November the Council on Library
Resources (CLR) announced that it had undertaken the task of preparing a detailed implementation plan for such a center.2 These two
actions constitute a crucial step in the development of a national
resource-sharing system. A.y effective resource sharing also requires
a thorough reexamination of collecting principles and practices. As
Juanita Doares, New York Public Library, pointed out at the ALA
preconference institute, "a systematic approach to collection deuelopmpnt has become essential . . . since the building of collections is being
deemphasized. The theme of the 70's will be the analysis of collections
which have already been built, an indispensable foundation for interlibrary cooperation."s
A new concern with the relationship between collection development and interlibrary cooperation is reflected in the discussions at the
ALA preconference'institute and in the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) Collection Analysis Project. The new "Guidelines for
the Formulation of Collection Development Policies,"a discussed at the
preconference institute, specifically encourage cooperative activities,
and a stated purpose of the ARL Collection Analysis Project is "increased cooperative action."5 The emphasis on cooperation is clearly a
reflection of librarians'concern about future funding as chronic inflation
and limited budgets continue to erode library spending power. A specter
of dollar devaluation also looms ahead. Librarians see collection
measurement, planning, and analysis as a means of maximizing the
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available materials dollars while satisfying user needs. The Title IIC
grant, Strengthening Research Library Resources, funded by Congress
in 1977, ties resources and cooperation together as part of its stated
purpose: "HEA IIC establishesa program of grants to major research
libraries to assist them in maintaining and strengthening their research collections and in making available their collections to other libraries and users not connected with the applicant institution."6
Resource sharing received attention during 1977 with the publication of the proceedings of the 1976 Pittsburgh Conference on Resource Sharing, which examined in detail the problems and prospects
of relying on external collections to serve local needs.T As local libraries economize by becoming more selective, resource sharing arrangements become more important to the local user. The patron is ultimately dependent upon the document delivery systems used by the libraries sharing materials. A practical application of these principles is
the new Stanford/Berkeley cooperative program, which includes a bus
service moving people and books between the two campuses and a
coordinated acquisitions policy.8 Resource sharing has made access
rather than acquisition an increasingly important factor in resource
decision making. As Allen Kent has noted: "The emphasis is on access
rather than possession,although one does not exclude the other."e
A central focus of the resources literature during 1977 was collection development. There were articles on the preparation of collection
development policies, evaluation of collections, allocations of material
budgets, and weeding. The collection development librarian is becoming a collection manager who must be aware of, and concerned about,
trends in publishing, local funding, user needs, collection strengths
and weaknesses, and local, regional, and national cooperation. The library is relying more and more upon the collection librarian to help
reduce expenditures through the exercise of educated judgment. Last
year's resource literature also contained some very important articles
on the acquisition of documents, microforms, rare books, and Third
World publications, all of which should help increase the efficiency of
an acquisition department.
Although the rate of price increases for 1976 publications slowed
somewhat, there were signs at the beginning of this year that the
slowdown of 1976 price rises was only temporary. Prices of foreign library materials continue to escalate at a high rate. Serial expenditures
are also reducing the research library's ability to purchase books. Herbert White reported in 1977 that "academic libraries undertook massive shifts of expenditures from books to periodicals" between 1969
and 1973.10This is discouraging news, particularly in view of the report by Clasquin and Cohen on chemistry and physics journals, expressing concern about the disproportionate share of dollars going to
scientific journals.rr One remedy, which resource sharing suggests, is
to examine collecting policies for journals and begin to rely more
heavily upon centralized storage.
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In summary, the important trends for resources in 1977 were resource sharing and collection analysis. The literature of the year covered these important subjects: collection analysis and procedures; resource sharing and use studies; acquisition methods and procedures;
publishing, price trends, and budgetary procedures; collection funding; and continuing education.
Collection Analysis and Procedures
Nineteen seventy-seven was a year marked by a growing interest in
better management of collections. Whether librarians were reviewing
budget preparation or studying circulation trends, the library's collection became a new focus of interest. Economic pressures have been a
major impetus toward collection analysis. By tailoring collections to
the needs of users, libraries can provide more rational and cost effective service. During the year, there were two major conferences on
collection development: the ALA preconference institute and the ARL
meeting devoted to "collection analysis in research libraries." Most
facets of collection development were covered in the literature as well.
The ALA preconference institute, sponsored by the Collection Development Committee of the Resources Section of ALA's Resources
and Technical Services Division (RTSD), featured papers and workshops on collection development policies, allocation of materials
budgets, evaluation of collections, and deselection of library materials
for storage and discard. The conference attendees were encouraged
to participate in reviewing the draft guidelines on these topics. The
paper by Charles ()sburn outlines his views on collection policies, including the purposes of a policy and the special qualities of such a
document, and presents a step-by-step procedure (with a time frame)
for writing a collection policy.l2 A short summary of the conference
has been published,l3 and the final guidelines will be published in
1978.
In October the major topic of interest for ARL's semiannual membership meeting was the Collection Analysis Project (CAP), which entered the pilot study phase in 1977, first at the MassachusettsInstitute
of Technology Libraries and later at the libraries of Arizona State
University and the University of California at Berkeley. Talks were
given by Jeffrey Gardner and Duane Webster of the ARL staff and by
Jay Lucker, Donald Koepp, and Sheila Dowd of the participating libraries.'a Organized by Duane Webster and Jeffrey Gardner and supported by a Mellon Foundation grant, CAP intends to review, describe, assess,and change the collection process at participating libraries. CAP assumes that collection funds can be used effectivelv bv
focusing on institutional needs, collection strengths and weaknesses,
and user needs. CAP maintains that effective collection management
requires that librarians be attuned to changes in institutional programs, promote realistic expectations from faculty and administrators,
be aware of political factors, measure the needs and behavior of users,
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ministrators, and evaluation and assessmentof collections.
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elements in any collection development system in these times. Although faculty participation in the selection of books and allocation of
funds at North Carolina has resulted in closer relationships between
librarians and faculty, he foresees the need to shift the locus of materials expenditures to the library to achieve "coordinated selection and
collection development."22 Kenneth O. Jensen reports that collection
development activities at his institution are located in the acquisition
department, where the chief collection development officer has primary responsibility for funds. This arrangement facilitates coordination of collection activities. Jensen sees an increasing reliance on resource sharing and is convinced that local efforts, i.e., between
neighboring institutions, will be more successful than national sharing
programs. Nevertheless, he feels a national periodical center can work
if it has a rapid delivery system.23
Selection and deselection are both central parts of any collection development program, but deselection received more attention in 1977,
a year of collection assessment. "A Guide to Selection Tools: Preliminary Edition," compiled by a subcommittee of the Collection Development Committee, includes a checklist for evaluating selection
tools and a short list of selection tools for foreign publications.2a A deselection document "Guidelines for Weeding Library Collections for
Storage or Discard," was also produced for the ALA preconference
institute with an eleven-page bibliography.'" G.Edward Evans views
deselection as an essential service in a library, permitting readers
easier accessto desired volumes. He recognizes the high costs of weeding and the tendency on the part of librarians to defer deselection,
but the alternative is often a new facility, which can be more expensive than the process of weeding.26 One of the purposes of weeding
may be to remove less-used materials to remote storage. An ARL
SPEC flyer, Remote Storage in ARL Libraries, covered the advantages
and disadvantages of storage facilities in great detail. Another form of
deselection is the cancellation of continuations. Accounts of periodical
cancellation programs were numerous in 1977. Reports of serial cancellations at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst;z7 Western
Washington State;28 University of Washington;2s University of Auckland;30 the South Australian Institute of Technology;tt and the University of Hull, England,32 describe the methodology of cancelling
subscriptions and serials in these respective libraries.
Collection evaluation is an essential element of any collection development program, and means of assessingcollections received much
attention in 1977. F. W. Lancaster's comprehensive survey of collection assessment covers standards and formulas, quantitative and qualitative methods, and evaluation by use.33He also includes a section on
storage of little-used materials. Robert Broadus offers a short critique
and appreciation of various methods of collection evaluation.sa A
draft document presented at the ALA preconference institute covers
strategies for evaluating a collection, including their advantages and
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disadvantages. Among the methods are: checking lists, catalogs, and
bibliographies; examining the collection directly; compiling statistics;
checking citations from papers of users; obtaining user opinions; and
application of standards.ss Betty Rosenberg comments on various
methods of evaluation, such as comparison with other libraries' collections, analysis of interlibrary loan records, checking of "best books"
lists or definitive bibliographies, and use of circulation statistics, and
suggests that ultimately the best "evaluation tool is an intelligent, cultured, and experienced librarian" who asks questions about such matters as the purpose of collecting, the user's needs, and effects of cooperation.36 Marianne Goldstein and Joseph Sedransk describe a technique for identifying characteristics of a collection through sampling.
The Jewish history collections of seven university libraries in New
York were measured and compared using samples of titles from
shelflist cards in these libraries. "The study indicates that strengths of
collections, special interest periods of heavy acquisitions and/or publishing, and book selection policies can be identified by sampling a
library's collections."3T Their methods can be used for comparing
holdings at different institutions for the purposes of resource sharing
and cooperative storage.
ln 1977 two librarians gave us their views of collection development
in the year 2000. William Webb, focusing on academic libraries,
foresees more books and journals (with journals in a different format), more specialization, more inflation, more use of microformats
(with improved equipment), more accessto everything (through computer networks and data base brokers), more federal and state governmental involvement, and more students. Regarding the latter prediction, Webb points out that, although the rate of increase in the
numbers of students will drop, there will still be more students by
2000 A.D. On the negative side, he seestoo much bureaucracy and an
oversaturation of information that will cause readers difficulty in discriminating among sources.3s The other prognosticator, Virgil F.
Massmann, covering college libraries, agrees with Webb about the
problem of extraneous information, and he sees development of data
bases for different levels of users. He also predicts that MARC records will indicate the intellectual and technical level of books, an important factor for discrimination. He foresees the possibility of centralized selection sites for college libraries, employing subject specialists and operated by a national library association. He also forecasts
improved cooperation through communication among data bases.
Like Webb, he believes that the changing format of journals will slow
their growth rate and predicts a significant future role for the resources librarian.3e
ResourceSharing and Use Studies
In 1977 the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science (NCLIS) recommended the establishment of a National Peri-
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odicals Center. The Task Force on a National Periodicals System, orig-

announced plans to prepare a detailed implementation plan for a National Periodicals Center.ar
The task force report outlined the reasons for establishing-.a national center. First, t6ere is no coherent national system of interlibrary

riodical articles."a3
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livery, more detailed studies of book and journal use in relation to the
comparative costs of purchasing versus borrowing, and, most important of all, behavioral studies leading to a deeper understanding of
the attitudes toward resource sharing of administrators, library siaff,
and library users."az
The establishment of the national Network Advisory Committee

the network stimulated direct in-house use of other libr:aries that were

cooperation can be costly, and "the real trenefits of cooperative astiron
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will be a revolutionary breakthrough for academic communities."so
Weber and Dougherty refer to an intense effort to adjust acquisition
policies in a coordinated fashion, just part of a three-year cooPerative
program begun in 1977 with the support of Sloan and Mellon Foundation grants amounting to almost $600,000. The cooperative program includes direct user access between the two campuses and joint
use of BALLOTS, an automated technical processing system.
Other resource-sharing activities expanded in 1977. The Center for
Research Libraries (CRL) added its l00th institutional member5l and
at year's end had 170 full and associate members. The Research Libraries Group (RLG) continued its program of resource sharing with
the result that interlibrary loan activity among its members has increased substantially. "Over 8000 loan requests were made among

(ILLNET) libraries, bibliographic access to all ILLNET member collections by 1985, a systematic collection of data base services, and a
feasibility study of a statewide last copy storage plan.5a In addition to
these major resource-sharing programs, there were some small projects reported in 1977 that merit attention for their special applications. In the Pacific Northwest, a storage center for microforms
shared by a regional group of private colleges and universities has
been developed. The center subscribes to current and retrospective
sets and journals on microform and loans microform copies (fiche to
fiche duplication) to members.ss In Miami Valley, Ohio, a group of
hospital and medical libraries has written a cooperative acquisition policy, and each member collects in a specific subject area and lends to
other members. Duplicate subscriptions are cancelled and replaced by

library needs have always been exaggerated anyway. According to De
Gennaro, studies have shown that faculty are primarily interested in
instructional rather than research materials, and their use of libraries
has not been high. Use studies have shown that almost 80 percent of
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all user demands can be satisfied with 20 percent of the collection. He
advises libraries to learn to live within their incomes by reducing personnel expenditures and lowering their expectations and commitments. He also maintains that the current concern over the copyright
law is unwarranted in view of the small number of requests that will
require payment. For these requests, he suggests doing without or
paying the royalty to a payments center.
Allen Kent and his associates report that 44 percent of all books
and monographs acquired at the University o'f Pittsburgh in 1969 had
not circulated in six years.58 Statistics on journal usage indicate that a
small percentage of journals accounts for most of the use. For example, the most striking observations relate to engineering journals,
"where 8.4 percent of the total current collection, 58 of 687 titles, accounted for all observed journal use."5eKent believes that use data of
this kind will help librarians make future acquisition decisions. Certainly, the implications of the journal usage study are that, as Kent
states, "alternatives to local completeness may be considered favorably,
particularly those involving'de-acquisition' (involving removal to
lower-cost storage facilities) and resource-sharing arrangements with
other institutions."60 With books, the decisions are more difficult.
The Pittsburgh study confirms William McGrath's conclusion that
there is "a high positive correlation between subjects of books that circulate externally and those used in house."6r Also of interest is a study
of user frustration at Case Western Reserve University. According to
the authors, T. Saracevic,W. M. Shaw, Jr., and P. B. Kantor, the library had acquired 90 percent of the books requested by users, and a
corollary finding was that "the theoretical upper limit of demands that
interlibrary loan could satisfy (if used for supplemental purposes) is
some l0 percent of total demands in those academic libraries. In reality this is lower: Interlibrary loans satisfy less than 5 percent of demands in academic libraries."62
Acquisition Methods and Procedures
In comparison to automated cataloging systems, automated acquisition systems are in their infancy. One of the essential ingredients of a
successful automated cataloging system is a large data base that can be
used on-line by member libraries. Ideally, automated acquisition systems should utilize the same ingredient. There is evidence in 1977 of
progress toward this goal in three automated systems, with reports
from a wholesaler, a publisher, and a large research library on applications of a large ceniralized data base available on-line. During 1977
a new automated ordering system was introduced by Bro-Dart, one of
the country's largest wholesalers. The system, named IROS (Instant
Response Ordering System) uses CRTs connected on-line to a central
file of book information. Libraries can use data in the system to produce three-by-five order slips for filing in their own order files or can
order a booi< directly by pressing a Jingle ORDER key. In the first
Volume 22, Number ), Summer 1978
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mode, it is not necessary to use Bro-Dart as a dealer.63 R. R. Bowker
is developing a Computer Acquisition System (CAS) that will make use
of its centralized data base of machine-readable information on books
and serials. Librarians or bookdealers will be able to order books by
inputting only essential identification information, e.g., ISBN, title, author, etc. The system is intended to supply printed copies of orders,
claims, accounting reports, etc. After locating a record on-line, a customer may add the vendor name and the number of copies, and an
order would be automatically typed.64 BALLOTS has an ordering system that is already operational at Stanford University Libraries.6s The
order records are stored in an on-line order file, the In-Process File,
and are used for claiming, cancelling, receiving, and, ultimately,
cataloging. The BALLOTS system produces purchase orders, claims,
cancellations, and receipt forms as well as having an automatic claim
capability. (The BALLOTS ordering system is not yet available to
other libraries.) Libraries are not far away from the time when they
will be atrle to check a vendor's stock via a computer terminal, immediately reserve a copy of the title if it is in, and give shipping and
billing instructions on the same terminal without ever sending any
paper document.
Two automated acquisition systems that use the batch mode for ordering functions were described in the year's literature. The Midwestern Regional Litrrary system in Ontario, Canada, uses an automated
acquisition systern to serve forty-five participating public libraries.
During 1976 this system processed 160,000 books, costing more than
$1,000,000. The system produces purchase orders, claim notices, cancellation notices, and billing notices.66The University of California at
Berkeley shifted from a manual to an automated system on
July l, 1977.T|r'e system provides purchase orders, complete fund accounting, automatic claiming, and microfiche updates. The weekly
fiche supplement contains all items on order, in process, or recently
cataloged and is available to the public.67
Approval plans appear to be an accepted part of the acquisition
processes of many American academic libraries, even in this period of
financial austerity. On the basis of a survey of seventy ARL libraries,
William Myrick reports "participation in automatic purchase plans has
not significantly decreased as a result of budgetary reversals."68An intensive study of approval plans in l0l academic libraries by McCullogh, Posey, and Pickett concludes that "the question of whether aPproval plans are a satisfactory process for libraries can probably never
be generalized," and a decision on adopting a plan must be an individual, unique response by each library.ce Kathleen McCullogh, an acquisitions librarian, questions the assumption that an approval plan is
automatically an efficient acquisition system and suggests that the collection development role of the approval plan be strengthened. Edwin
Posey, a subject specialist, sees the approval plan relieving him of
routine selections, allowing him time to pursue more obscure titles.
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Doyle Pickett, an approval vendor, emphasizes the importance of the
profile to the successof any plan. In another article, William Schenck
also emphasizes the importance of the profile to the successof an approval plan and cautions readers "to put much care and collaboration
into it."70 He suggests that the cost effectiveness of approval plans deserves further study.
Some significant contributions to the literature of acquisition procedures during 1977 should help make ordering more cost effective. A
detailed bibliographic guide to current sources for acquiring government publications by Harry E. Walsh lists guides, sources, and addresses for federal, state, local, international, British, and Canadian
government publications.Tl Merwin C. Phelps also gives some helpful
hints on obtaining U.S. government documents from nonGovernment Printing Office sources.T2Elisabeth S. Burns discusses
ordering government documents from her perspective as a college librarian in a nondepository library.T3
Robert C. Sullivan produced a comprehensive guide to the acquisition of microforms, describing sources and selection tools and covering ordering and evaluating microforms. Sullivan described the testing
and evaluation program at the Library of Congress, which rejected
more than 40 percent of microform units acquired from outside the
Library 9f Congress during FYl976, and strongly urged librarians to
inspect and test microform receipts.Ta An ALA Resources Section
handbook has a section on inspection of microfoims and includes microform terminology as well as detailed steps for ordering microforms.T5 The discussion on diazo and vesicular film is of particular
interest since the Broadhurst report of the National Reprographic
Centre in England has substantiated the statement in the Guidelines
that says: "Diazo films are not considered archival, and are primarily
used for dispensable or frequently updated materials."76 If has been
discovered that diazo film may fade after being used only a short
time. A major controversy was brewing by the end of 1977 about the
Government Printing Office's intention to supply documents on diazo
film to selective depository libraries.
In many libraries rare book buying usually tapers off or ceasesduring times of financial stringency. Two articles published in 1977 emphasize the significance of collecting rare books even in times of restricted budgets. F. W. Ratcliffe argues that rare books "have to be
part of the 'normal' acquisitions programme of the library, concerned
with the pursuit of university scholarship, fostered by all the library
staff."77 He believes that rare books are "essential appendages to
scholarship." Paul S. Koda agrees and defines a rare book as a book
that has to "have some intellectual, spiritual, historical, or esthetic significance."78 Both writers have no solution to the funding crisis but
agree that personnel is an important element of any program of special collections.
A guide to book collecting edited by Jean Peters is intended to assist
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the private collector, but some of its articles by special collections librarians and bookdealers should help librarians in acquisitions of rare
books. Robin Halwas provides a compendium of information on buying rare books, covering directories, periodicals, booksellers' catalogs,
want lists, search services, and buying books from foreign dealers.
Other articles cover the topics of the antiquarian book market and
buying at auction.Te
the relationship between dealers and librarians, an important factor in improving efficiency in ordering, was the topic of two articles.
Many academic librarians would like to see American dealers emulate
their European counterparts, and there is often speculation about the
reasons foi the success of European bookdealers. Margaret Johnson
who worked in the Otto Harrassowitz firm in Wiesbaden, Germany,
sees one of the major differences between European and American
booksellers as stemming from a different perception of roles:
". . . European booksellers perceive their role as responsive rather
than aggtessive, that is, they endeavor to profit from providing those
serviceilhat libraries themselves demand, rather than by devising new
schemes to attract attention and curiosity."so Dealers in Europe do not
offer discounts, primarily because it has been assumed historically that
their services d'eserve profits. The service orientation is so great
among seasoned employees in firms like Harrassowitz that these "employeCs regard the libraries as people" and pay attention to the pariicular needs of a library. James Thompson suggests that we must
begin to evaluate our dealers in the United States more on the merits
of iheir service than on supply. He also believes that "this will eventually require
-the our allowing the book trade in America to catch up to
rest of the world, through the general cessation of library
that of
discounts."81 He and Margaret Johnson both argue that book vendors
who receive accurate and complete order information will reciprocate
with good service. It is clearly to the advantage of the library to
minimize the problems for the vendor who must lill the orders'
Bookdealers and librarians issued complementary guidelines in
1977 for prepaying orders. Members of the Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee offered librarians advice on the prepayment of orders8z at the same time that booksellers were complaining of difficulties in obtaining material after paying a pro-forma invoice.83 Both
groups specify steps that the library or bookseller can take to ascertain
the reputability of the publisher offering a publication Prepayment,
and both indicate measures that can be taken if payment has been
made and no material is forthcoming. Librarians were also warned in
1977 about "unsolicited" shipments of books. The mailing of unordered merchandise is covered by the U.S. code, which specifies that a
library may keep any unordered merchandise mailed to it and dispose
of it without any obligation to the sender.sa
A continuing problem for acquisitions librarians is obtaining publications from Third World countries. In 1977 a conference to address
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this issue was organized at the Library of Congress by the ALA/RTSD
Council of Regional Groups, the Library of Congress Order Division,
and the Philadelphia Acquisitions Information Network.8s A common
problem of acquiring materials in the Middle Easr, Africa, and Larin
America is the lack of an organized book trade in many parts of these
regions, with resulting problems in bibliographic control. Hans Panofsky

bibliographies.sd George Atiyeh comments on sources of information
on publishing in the Middle East, rhe cenrers of publishing in the
Middle East (Istanbul, Beirut, Cairo, and Teheran), the conditions of

agreements, and of prepayment.8e
Publishing, Price Trends, and Budgetary Procedures
Continuing

mergers of major U.S. publishing houses began to at-

American Association of Publishers (AAP), established a Copyright
Clearance Center to process payments for photocopying not covered
by the fair use provisions of the new copyright law. Publishers were
warned by the Book Industry Study Group of possible paper price increases in 1978 and paper shortages by 1979. Increasing costs of
equipment, paper, and energy are also having their deleterious effect
on book manufacturers. The Postal Service announced a 34 percent
increase in the fourth-class rate for books, effective at the end of
1978.e0Most of these developments will result in increased publishing
costs and continued inflation.
Publishers Weehly (PW) changed its method of reporting statistics for
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the final figures on output that book production is growing slowly. Periodical prices also showed only moderate gains in companisgll to pfevious yeirs, with single-digit (9.2 percent) instead of double-digit-inflation.ez Librarians must remembei that this is only a slowing of the inflation rate, not a decrease in prices. Although the Rook Industry
Study Group "predicts that during the next five years book inflation
''abate
will
ai rites averaging froi SYz to 9 percent,"'e3 there were

an increase in the Portion of funds sPent on wages and salaries, which
was 53% in l97l and 637o in 1975."eaExcept in the so-called "sun
belt" (the South, Southwest, and West), libraries have not fared well in
terms of materials budgets. A report from Ohio on all types of libraries indicated that "libraries [in Ohio] are spending more money on
books, but are getting less for their money."e5 Stanford University has
recently announced the formation of a sixteen-member task force "to
study how high quality 0ibraryJ services can be maintained in an era
of limited resour-ces" at a time when "library acquisitions now rank

rates see the report by Imry T. Jirmy.es) During the year special efforts were made to secure more lnformation on the prices of foreign
materials. In April, Frederick Lynden attended a conference on
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book prices and production in Leiden.ee In fall 1977, Jane
_Eu-Jope-a1
Pulis addressed the Commitiee on Statistics and Standards of IFLA in
Brussels.lo0 The goal of both of these trips to Europe was to encourage further development in Europe of national price indexes for library materials. British Library research funds have supported an
index project on British academic book prices by rhe Libiary Man-

and 1976.101A detailed reporr of price index activities in the United
Stateswas issued by Frederick Lynden.r02
One of the most serious problems alluded to earlier in this paper is
the growing encroachment of serials expenditures on the monographic budgets of many academic libraries. Richard de Gennaro reports that journals have become "the sacred cows of libraries."ros According to Herbert White, the journal is so sacred that librarians prefer to forego new subscriptions rather than cancel old subscriptions.l04
An account of subscription cancellations at the University of Hull in
England indicated that even after two successive reductions in serial

given supplementary budget assistance from the federal government,
because scientific journals are as essential to universities as the scientific equipment purchased with federal monies.
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The second item deals with the budget process, which has become
more sophisticated as libraries involve more staff and increase the
amount of documentation. "Most submit information such as publish-

courses offered, and average cost.lr3
Collection Funding and Study Grants
In the face of the continuing
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year 1978.115The funds provided under Title IIC may be used for
purposes connected with the purchase of materials, such as binding,
cataloging, interlibrary loan, purchase of equipment, or hiring of
additional staff. It is now expected thar about twenty grants of
$250,000 each will be made under this program.
Major support for collection development was made available to
Florida academic libraries when the state legislature approved funds
for education. Florida State University and [he Univefsity of Florida
received a total of $7,000,000 for collection development during
1977-78, when it was decided that "library materials" qualified as a
capital investmenr. A total of $10,000,000 was appropriated for all
state-supported academic libraries in Florida.l16 Governor Brown of
California increased state library aid in California bv $S.g million, of
which $500,000 will be used for the building of a srarewide data base
of public library holdings.ll?
The National Endowment for rhe Humanities (NEH) provided challenge grant funds in 1977 for research collections, their-development,
access,and use. For example, the University of Rochester received a
$l million endowment from the Frank E. Gannett Newspaper Foundation, plus a matching grant of $333,000 from NEH for-acquiring
materials in nineteenth-century history, art, and literature essential to
undergraduate and graduate teaching and research.rrs Vanderbilt
University received an award for the purpose of microfilming ancient
manuscripts of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, available only in the
hinterland of Ethiopia.rre Another grant went to Case Western Reserve University Libraries for a program of conservation and preservation of library materials, including refurbishing storage areas for
little-used materials.l2o Many research libraries were beneficiaries of
Humanities Challenge Grants for Research Collections during 1977.
The CAP study was only one of the major studies in the area of
collection development supported by grants in 1977. Cornell University Libraries received a grant from the Mellon Foundation for the
development of a model for future allocation of financial resources
and management of collection growth and costs in academic libraries.r2r Another Mellon grant at Princeton University will assist in collection development by computer analysis of circulation data to identify heavily used material that should be duplicated and rarely used
material that should be sent to storage.r2z The central administration
of the State University of New York completed work on a project
funded by the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) to develop management data on collection growth from OCLC-MARC tapei and also
began work on a project funded by USOE to develop a iesponsive library acquisitions funding formula.l23
Continuing Education
Continuing education is an important facet of library resource activities. As noted earlier, the collection manager needs to be aware of ac-
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quisition and collection trends. This need was partially filled in 1977
by the creation of two new journals:. Library Acquisitions: Practice and
Theory (LAPT)r?4 and LC Acquisition Trends. The former includes in the
first issue a useful summary by James Thompson of basic acquisition
tools, associations, and local sources and a helpful bibliography on the
literature of library acquisitions by Scott Bullard and Mollie Arthur.r25
Subsequent issues have dealt with some significant resource issues. (A
more extensive bibliography, compiled by Rose Mary Magrill and
Constance Rinehart, cites publications, including ERIC reports, issued
between 1966 and 1976 and gives short annotations with a count of
the references.l26) LC Acquisition Trends, which began publication in
July 1977, replaces the National Program for Acquisitions and
Cataloging (NPAC) Progress Report and the Special Foreign Acquisitions
Program Newsletter.rzTLC Acquisition Trends brings together all the news
of acquisition. ac.tivities at the Library of Congress, including NPAC
reports, acquisition trip reports, price data, and foreign acquisition
notes. Especially valuable to the acquisitions librarian is the section
called "Notes on Publishing and the Book Trade." Another publication that covers acquisition questions appropriately changed its name
in 1977 from De-acqu'kitionsLibrarian to CollectionManagernen;rz8 it will

which surveys member libraries on specific issues and publishes this
information in Flyers or Kits, many of which covered resources issues
in 1977.rzs
The Resources Section of the Resources and Technical Services Division sponsored two major programs during the 1977 Annual Conference- One of the two, the ALA preconference institute, has already
been covered in this paper. The other program, sponsored by the Resources Section and the Reproduction of Library Materials Section
(RLMS), considered approaches to selecting,acquiring, and processing
microforms. At this meeting Harriet Rebuldela discussed the type of
information that should be provided by publishers when advertising
and by libraries when ordering. In addition to the usual bibliographic
information, she specifically mentioned format, film type, reduction
ratio, and polarity.l30 Norman Shaffer cautioned librarians to check
film for readability, completeness, and accuracy at the time it is received. He also suggested that the product be tested for chemicals to
make certain it had been washed properly.t" Jtdy Fair spoke on receipt procedures, recommending film inspection using a light box and
microviewer.l32
The Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee (ALA/RTSD/RS)
began plans at the 1977 summer convention to cosponsor a six-hour
program on automated acquisition systems in 1978 with the RTSD/
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AAP Joint Commitee and proposed a Preconference on Acquisitions
for 1979 or 1980. Barry Fast, a member of the Bookdealer-Library
Relations Committee (BDLR), recommended the creation of a separate Bookdealers Discussion Group, which would serve as a forum for
dealers and would educate librarians about the functions and services
of library suppliers and their problems. It was agreed this group
would meet at Midwinter 1978 and seek formal recognition at that
time. The RTSD board formally approved the formation of a Preservation of Library Materials Group at the 1977 summer convention.
This group will consider "many facets of preservation, conservation,
preventive maintenance, replacement (including photoduplication),
and repair of library materials. . ."r33
One of the major resource topics of the 1977 summer convention
was prepayment of orders. At BDLR's invitation, Leo Friedman,
Michigan Attorney General's Office, Consumer Protection Administration, spoke on the delivery problems of prepaid orders. His office had
received numerous complaints against a publisher with addresses in
St. Clair Shores, Michigan; Harper Woods, Michigan; Grosse Point
Woods, Michigan; etc. (as well as post office boxes in New York City,
Washington, D.C., and Chicago, Illinois) who had published encyclopedias and reference works under various firm names, taken prepayment, and never delivered. (A list of these firms and their addressesis
available to librarians upon inquiry to BDLR at ALA headquarters.)
Friedman indicated that the Michigan Attorney'General's Office has
had some successin obtaining refunds for libraries who have prepaid
without receiving publications.l3aAs a result of their experiences, the
BDLR Committee issued guidelines in 1977 for prepaying publishers.
(See earlier section, "Acquisitions Methods and Proceduers," in this
paper.)
The RTSD and RTSD Resources Section serve an important continuing education function for resources librarians. For example, the
RTSD Pre-order and Pre-catalog Searching Discussion Group called
the attention of librarians attending their Midwinter 1977 discussion
meeting to an article by Marion T. Reid on using OCLC for acquisitions verification.l35 References to professional literature and lively
exchanges of ideas are a part of the discussion group's meetings. Topics from some of the 1977 meetings include claims and reports, processing of gifts, acquisition of ephemera and hard-to-get publications,
out-of-print programs, criteria for off-site storage, serials review and
cancellation projects, and improvement of price reporting. Frequently
reports of these discussions are contained in the LC Information Bulletin. These kinds of topics are often not adequately covered in library
school education, and, in an attempt to remedy this situation, the
RTSD/LED Committee on Education for Resources and Technical
Service is planning to sponsor a program on "Education for Acquisitions" at the 1978 summer convention; last summer a draft questionnaire was prepared to send out to library schools soliciting informa-
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tion about curricula on acquisitions and collection development.r36
Conclusion
Libraries shifted from collection building to collection analysis in
1977, and there was greater emphasis put on access than on possession. For this reason, computer data bases and networks are becoming
more important to resources librarians. There was a stress on improved acquisition procedures rather than enlarged budgets, although
there were some funding successes.However, higher costs and the
maintenance of a high rate of publications continue to put pressure
on the resources budget, and collection librarians are seeking to exploit management techniques to improve the effectiveness of their limited resources. Much more attention in the future is likely to be focused on measurement and evaluation of collections as a means of
achieving required economies.
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NATIONAL EFFORT TO CREATE
STANDARD BI BLIOGRAPH IC CONTROLPROCEDURES
FOR MACHINE-READABLE DATA FILES
The Conference on Cataloging and Information Services for MachineReadable Data Files, held March 29-31, 1978, at Airlie House, Warrenron,
Virginia, concluded with a call for action. Standard bibliographic conrrol procedures and related information services are urgently needed to improve user

vited to participate in the developmental activities that will precede crearion of
standardized national procedures for bibliographic control of machinereadable data files. Persons who wish to be placed on the list should wrire to:
MRDF Cataloging Conference Secrerariat, DUALabs, Suite 900, 160l N. Kent
St., Arlington, V A 22209.
The present conference advisory panel is composed of: Gordon Williams,
Center for Research Libraries; Sue Dodd, Social Science Data Library, Institute for Research in Social Sciences, University of North Carolina; Joe Duncan, Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards; and Judith Rowe,
Princeton-Rutgers Census Data Project, Princeton University.

REPORT ON RULES FOR CATALOGING
MACHINE-READABLE DATA FILES
The final report (January 1976) of the Catalog Code Revision Commiu.ee
Subcommittee on Rules for Cataloging Machine-Readable Data Files, edited
by Elizabeth Herman and John Byrum, is now available from ERIC. The report (ED 119727) includes recommendations for revision of the Anglo American Cataloging Rules to integrate collections of machine-readable data files into
the mainstream of bibliographic control and twelve working papers rhar support and detail these recommendations. Orders should be addressed to the
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 222 10.
Price: $0.83 microfiche and 93.50 hard copy, plus postage.
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who wish
to contendsuccessfully
with the complexworldof
interpretedmusicon disc andtaperecordings.
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IouileedOnlyOne.
When *leaing
an acquisitions agent
or changing from your current agent,
what are youi needs. and who should you be
lookingfor?
Doesyourlibr{y need. . . ?
n l. Economicalprogrm speciallydesigmedto aid
library budgets.
n 2- Complete U S.md Eu
md fullillnent centere
n 3- Periodicals, continEtioN, ild monogtraphs,
domestic ud foreigm.
! t- Freguent bibliographic ud seruice publications
n 5. Coordimted prograrc for @nvereion lrom "direct
ordering" or other agents
n 6. Worldwide resouces
If these ue you neds, rhen Stechen Macmillan, Inc is
you one sowce - one seryice acguisitions agency!
With over 100years ofacquisitionsexpbnence, Stechert's
tradrtionofexcellence(startedway back rn 1872by

Stecherl Hafner)oflers you atotal, comprehenslve
servlce whelher you hbrary n large or small;
academlc,pubhc or speclal;domestlcor foreiqn
Cauplmg thesesx StechertMacmtllanserucesuth our
annual"HoldlngsRenewalLEl" and quarterly clatm
report for penodlcals; "StandrngOrder" program for
continuatrons;Publjsher RelatroreProqramiand BOPFA
(BlanketOrder Program for French Acqsltrore) and
PONTA(PopularNew T\tlesFrom Abroad) plaB-it's
esy to see why when you select Slechert Macmillan,
"Yo! Need Only One!"
Why lot wrlta ou Sale! konodo!
Maager
todey for hfonatloD
abolt the coEplete
lbe of Stchcn Macullla!
4rvlcfl!

stecheft
a
\{y
,m,gmtllan,lnc.
866Third Avenue / New York. N Y 10022USA

INFO AIION
AlAffiE.

The 3M Brand Bibliographic Control System is a unique
bibliographic subscriptibn iervice on miciofiche.
BCS sends you data drawn from the Library of Congressand
other major sourceson a bi-weekly basis.
Conforming to library -not
computer- sorting rules, BCS
provides manually prepared
separate indexing for title and
m-a!ne4try. That makes working
with BCS faster and easier
than with the N.U.C.

617-944-2224.

3m

Booksellers

ternational

+FIRMORDERS
+UNIVERSITY +CONTINUATIOf{S
+CUSTOM
RUSH/RESERVE
STANDING
APPROVAL PRESS
DEPARTI'ENT
ORDERS
PROGRAMS DIVISION
M A I NO F F I C E
6 6A u s r i nB l v d .
Commock,
N.Y.11725
(516) 543-5600

E ATS
LINE
T O L LF R E W
800-645-5237

P.0. Box 95361
E x e c u t i v eP o r kS t o .
Atlonto, Georgio30347
(404)469-l536

PERSONALIZED
SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE
Every customer is assignedan experienced "Home Office" representative.You
conespond direct; any title needs, changes, cancellationsor problems can be
handled promptly by letter or phone. This makes your job easier and keeps you
abreast of your subscription needs at all times.
With wer 45 yearsexperience,McGregorhasbuilt a reputatircnol prompt and cor.lrted$
serviceon boh domestb and intemationaltitles.We prepay strbscrhtircnsaheadof tlme
Our customers, large and small, like the prompt attention we gtve tlrem. We think
you tlould too! Ask about McGregor's "Automatic Renewal" plan described in out
new brochure. Write today for your {ree copy.
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If Frobisher
hadwrittenthisletteronPermalifd,
it wouldstill bearoundtodav
Permalifeis a "permanenVdurable" paper. It is ideal
for books and records which must last more than a lifetime.
Tough,to resist folding and bending,with a slightly
alkaline pH to resist the acids in the air, Permalife meets
American Library Association standardsfor archival grades.
It costs far less than l00Vocotton content
sheetsyet lastsjust as long. Insist on
Permalife. Make sure the folk of 2378
know what we did today.
THENArcNS PRINTIreNftRS
Want samples?Pleasewrite
on your letterhead.

}WAPD

Howard PaperMills, Inc., 115ColumbiaStreer,PO. Box 982,Dayton, Ohio 45401

If you ever have a problem,
we're iust a
(free) phonecall away!
Midwest Library Service po88e88es
a staff of finely-trained Custoner
Service Representatives to answer
any of your questions or assist you in
quickly solving any problems that
might arise. And whenever you call
your specially-assigned Service Representative, please use our toll-free
WATS mrmber. Midwest Library has

served college and university libraries for more than 18 years and the
cornerstone of our business has always been personal service' So
although we use "impersonal" computers to fill your orders, we promise
you we will never abandon the "personal touch" that continues to please
our manv hundreds of customers.

Call tbll free: l-800-325-8833
M i s s o u r i c u s t o m e r s c a l l c o l l e c t :O - 3 1 4 ' 7 3 9 - 3 fO O

Midwest Library Service
11400 OORSETT ROAD . MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO. 63043

